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Abstract
We develop a description of higher gauge theory with higher groupoids as gauge
structure from first principles. This approach captures ordinary gauge theories
and gauged sigma models as well as their categorifications on a very general
class of (higher) spaces comprising presentable differentiable stacks, as e.g. or-
bifolds. We start off with a self-contained review on simplicial sets as models
of p8, 1q-categories. We then discuss principal bundles in terms of simplicial
maps and their homotopies. We explain in detail a differentiation procedure,
suggested by Sˇevera, that maps higher groupoids to L8-algebroids. General-
ising this procedure, we define connections for higher groupoid bundles. As
an application, we obtain six-dimensional superconformal field theories via a
Penrose–Ward transform of higher groupoid bundles over a twistor space. This
construction reduces the search for non-Abelian self-dual tensor field equations
in six dimensions to a search for the appropriate (higher) gauge structure. The
treatment aims to be accessible to theoretical physicists.
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1. Introduction and results
In M-theory, interactions between parallel M5-branes are mediated by M2-branes ending on
them. The boundaries of these M2-branes are tensionless and essentially massless strings.
Therefore, supergravity decouples and it makes sense to study the isolated dynamics of
these so-called self-dual strings. The physical theory describing this dynamics is a N “
p2, 0q superconformal field theory in six-dimensions [1], which is often simply referred to
as the p2, 0q-theory. Its field content comprises a self-dual 3-form curvature of a 2-form
potential as well as five scalar fields, parametrising transverse fluctuations of the M5-brane,
and four chiral fermions.
While the case of a single M5-brane is known and reasonably well understood, the
case of multiple M5-branes is an open problem which has been attracting much attention
over the last few years. From a mathematical perspective, the 2-form potential describing
a single M5-brane is part of the connective structure of an Abelian gerbe. Following an
analogous reasoning as for D-branes, it is natural to expect non-Abelian analogues of
gerbes to underlie the p2, 0q-theory for multiple M5-branes. Such gerbes are better known
as principal 2-bundles with connections, and they provide a description of the kinematical
data of categorified or higher gauge theory [2–9], see also [10].
By now, it has become clear that the language of higher gauge theory is indeed the
appropriate one for describing M5-branes, see e.g. [11–13]. A number of natural actions
and equations of motion for higher gauge theory have been discussed [14–17], but these are
higher analogues of Chern–Simons theory and therefore not suited for a classical description
of the p2, 0q-theory. There are reasons to believe that such a classical description does not
exist, such as e.g. the necessary absence of continuous parameters in the p2, 0q-theory.
However, most of these reasons also apply to classical descriptions of multiple M2-branes,
and such models have indeed been found [18,19].
A rather natural way of constructing a classical candidate p2, 0q-theory is to combine
higher gauge theory with twistor geometry. Recall that there is a twistor space which
carries a useful representation of solutions to the N “ 3 supersymmetric Yang–Mills equa-
tions in terms of holomorphic principal bundles [20, 21]. Analogously, there is a twistor
space that carries a representation of Abelian self-dual 3-forms in six dimensions in terms
of holomorphic gerbes, see [22–27] as well as [28–30]. It is now not difficult to supersym-
metrically extend this twistor space and to examine an interpretation of the non-Abelian
holomorphic principal 2-bundles it can support [31]. The result is indeed a set of non-
Abelian and superconformal field equations in six-dimensions with all the desired features
such as field content, symmetries and field equations on the Abelian sector.
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A drawback of these equations is that they appear to be somewhat restrictive. In
particular, no solutions are known which are not given by an embedding of free Abelian
configurations into the non-Abelian setting. For example, one would expect to see truly
non-Abelian self-dual strings on R4 arise, which are the higher analogues of monopoles and
protected from many quantum corrections by supersymmetry. Just as for monopoles, such
self-dual strings should be characterised by non-singular field configurations. Currently,
the only known non-Abelian self-dual string solutions which come close [32] still suffer
from singularities in the potential forms.
Various approaches were followed to overcome this issue, and the most important one
is certainly a generalisation of the gauge structure. Since the results of [31] are developed
using a categorical language, any choice of higher gauge structure directly and unambigu-
ously leads to a corresponding candidate for the p2, 0q-theory. Put differently, the search
for a classical p2, 0q-theory is thus reduced to a search for an appropriate higher gauge
structure.
Whilst the discussion in [31] was based on non-Abelian principal 2-bundles with strict
structure 2-groups, an additional categorification to principal 3-bundles with strict struc-
ture 3-groups was performed in [33]. This involved a derivation of the full non-Abelian
Deligne cohomology, which was later reproduced from a different perspective [34]. Within
this framework, the 3-form curvature is truly non-Abelian. A full and very detailed de-
scription of principal 2-bundles with semistrict structure 2-groups and the connections they
carry was then developed in [35], where also the candidate p2, 0q-theory was derived. See
also [36,37] and [38] for different approaches to semistrict higher gauge theory.
In this paper, we aim to exhaustively address this issue once and for all by considering
higher principal bundles over higher spaces whose gauge symmetries are encoded in higher
Lie groupoids. The most general accessible geometric model for both higher spaces and
higher groupoids seems to be that of Kan simplicial manifolds, and we will therefore use
the language of Joyal’s quasi-categories [39, 40]. This framework is very general, and it
contains, for example, the smooth 2-groups employed in the string 2-group model of [41].
These 2-groups, in turn, are equivalent to special Lie quasi-groupoids, as was shown in [42].
Moreover, this string group model is one of the most interesting higher gauge structure
for our purposes, and an explicit formulation of the corresponding higher gauge theory has
been worked out in [43].
Higher principal bundles based on Kan simplicial sets have been discussed earlier, see
e.g. [44, 45] and [46–48]. Furthermore, higher principal bundles over a particular higher
space were discussed in [49]. This present paper generalises these results by allowing for
arbitrary higher base spaces, arbitrary higher gauge groupoids, and higher connections.
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We present a rather straightforward approach to the computation of all the kinematical
ingredients to corresponding higher gauge theories given by higher Deligne cocycles and
coboundaries. In particular, we describe higher gauge potentials, their higher curvatures,
finite gauge transformations, and the globalisation of this data by gluing.
Our approach will be substantially different from the one used e.g. in [50, 51]. Instead
of considering a local description with infinitesimal gauge symmetries which then need
to be integrated, we start from the global gauge symmetries. We then differentiate the
Lie quasi-groupoid using a method proposed by Sˇevera [52]. Within this approach, the
underlying higher gauge algebra arises as moduli of descent data of certain higher principal
bundles. Considering isomorphisms between such descent data, we readily glean the form
of finite gauge transformations of corresponding higher connections. These finite gauge
transformations can then be used to patch together local connection data to a global
connection on higher principal bundles. We present thus a very direct approach to an
explicit description of the higher Deligne cohomology classes describing principal Lie quasi-
groupoid bundles with connection.
Finally, we demonstrate the usefulness of our formalism by constructing the field equa-
tions resulting from holomorphic principal Lie quasi-groupoid bundles over the twistor
space appropriate for self-dual 3-forms in six dimensions. We find a significant generalisa-
tion of our previous results [31,33,35]. In particular since we work with Lie quasi-groupoids
instead of Lie quasi-groups, we have an additional matter field coupling to the usual tensor
multiplet fields of a non-Abelian (2,0)-theory.
Our explicit and general treatment of higher gauge theory is now an ideal starting point
for exploring physical questions arising in the context of string and M-theory. Particularly
important is the search for examples of principal Lie quasi-groupoid bundles with con-
nections that satisfy physically relevant field equations which differ significantly from the
known, Abelian examples. The most important such field equations are certainly the self-
dual string equation in four dimensional Euclidean space as well as the self-duality equation
for a 3-form curvature in six-dimensional Minkowksi space. Such solutions would directly
lead to a deeper understanding of M-theory. Moreover, their existence would have a similar
effect as the discovery of non-Abelian monopole and instanton solutions in mathematics,
and make accessible a whole new area within higher differential geometry.
Outline
We start with a self-contained and detailed review of simplicial sets and how they can model
higher Lie groupoids. We made a conscious attempt to keep our discussion accessible to
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interested theoretical and mathematical physicists with a very basic background knowledge
in category theory.
Once this framework is set up, we can readily introduce Lie quasi-groupoid bundles in
Section 3 as simplicial maps between the Cˇech nerve of a cover of a base manifold and a
Lie quasi-groupoid. We also define isomorphisms, pullbacks, and restrictions between such
bundles as well as a notion of trivial Lie quasi-groupoid bundle. We work out the detailed
description of such a bundle for Lie quasi-2-groupoids, before we allow for more general
base spaces.
In Section 4, we review NQ-manifolds, their presheaves and relevant internal homo-
morphisms. These underlie a method to differentiate Lie quasi-groupoids to L8-algebroids
conceived by Sˇevera [52]. We explain this method in much detail, presenting new proofs for
the relevant theorems. In addition, we extend the differentiation procedure in two ways.
Firstly, we study a notion of equivalence relations on the resulting L8-algebroids, which
can be used to derive finite gauge transformations for flat connections on Lie quasi-groupoid
bundles. Secondly, we show how one can extend this method to non-flat connections using
the de´calage of a simplicial manifold.
Section 5 deals with the explicit construction of connections on Lie quasi-groupoid
bundles. We propose a new approach to defining local such connection data and deriving
explicit finite gauge transformations, which is inspired by both Sˇevera’s differentiation
method and the description of local kinetic data in terms of NQ-manifolds [53–55], see also
[50, 15]. We also describe how the local data can be glued together to a global connection
on the Lie quasi-groupoid bundle and how our constructions extend to higher base spaces.
Finally, as an application of our constructions, we study the Penrose–Ward transform
which maps certain holomorphic Lie quasi-groupoid bundles over a suitable twistor space to
solutions of six-dimensional field equations in section 6. We find that the relevant constraint
equations are superconformal and involve a non-Abelian self-dual 3-form curvature.
Remarks on notation and conventions
Let us briefly comment on our notation and our conventions to make our discussion more
accessible. We use capital Roman letters to denote sets, spaces, manifolds, and graded
manifolds such as X,Y,M . Categories and groupoids are denoted by calligraphic letters
such as C and G. By homCpa, bq, we mean morphisms in C from a to b, even though most
of our notation will be right-to-left: pf ˝ gqpaq “ fpgpaqq. Functors between categories as
well as presheaves are denoted by capital Greek letters Φ, Ψ, etc. with two exceptions:
the special presheaves forming simplicial sets and simplicial manifolds are denoted by
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calligraphic letters X , Y , . . . and N will be the nerve functor, mapping a small category
to a simplicial set. The functor category between two categories C and D is denoted by
FunpC,Dq.
For the purpose of this paper, all our manifolds and supermanifolds are smooth (real
or complex) and Mfd and SMfd denote the categories of smooth manifolds and smooth
supermanifolds.
2. Simplicial manifolds and 8-Lie groupoids
Let us start with a self-contained and rather detailed review of simplicial manifolds and so-
called quasi-categories. The latter were introduced by Boardman and Vogt [56] and Joyal
[39] suggested them as a suitable definition of8-categories, see also [40] for a comprehensive
review. In modern terminology, they are geometric models for p8, 1q-categories1 and they
are much more convenient to work with than many other notions of higher categories,
such as bicategories, tricategories, etc. Restricting quasi-categories further, one can obtain
quasi-groupoids or p8, 0q-categories. These will serve as higher gauge groupoids in the
higher bundles we shall construct later.
For a more extensive introduction to simplicial sets see [57] as well as the excellent text
books [58–61]. Further details on quasi-categories can be found e.g. in [62–68].
2.1. Simplicial sets and simplicial manifolds
Let us recall the definition of simplicial sets in terms of the simplex category. Our discussion
of higher Deligne cocycles later will benefit from a slight deviation of the usual convention
in the literature of simplicial sets: we define the small category rps as the ordered set
t0, 1, . . . , pu together with morphisms i Ñ j for i ě j, as opposed to i ď j, as more
commonly used in the literature. Correspondingly, composition of morphisms will always
be right-to-left, i.e. pf ˝ gqpxq “ fpgpxqq. We keep, however, the notation hompx, yq for the
morphisms from x to y.
We begin with the following full subcategory of the category Cat of small categories.
Definition 2.1. The simplex category or ordinal number category ∆ is the category that
has the categories rps, p P N0, as its objects and functors between them (i.e. order-preserving
maps between the underlying sets) as its morphisms.
1Recall that in an pm,nq-category, all k-morphisms with k ą m are identities and all k-morphisms with
k ą n are invertible.
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The morphisms of ∆ are generated by the so-called coface maps, denoted by φpi , and
codegeneracy maps, denoted by δpi , which are defined by
φpi : rp´ 1s Ñ rps
0
1
...
...
i´ 1
i
...
...p´ 1
0
1
i´ 1
i
i` 1
p
δpi : rp` 1s Ñ rps
0
1
i
i` 1
i` 2
p` 1
0
1
i
i` 1
p
...
...
...
...
(2.1)
Specifically, any order-preserving map f : rps Ñ rqs can be written as
f “ φim ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ φi1 ˝ δj1 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ δjn (2.2)
with p`m´ n “ q, 0 ď i1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă im ď q, and 0 ď j1 ă ¨ ¨ ¨ ă jn ă p. See Figure 1 for a
few examples or e.g. [58, Chapter 5] for more.
Next, let Top be the category of topological spaces. The objects in ∆ have a geometric
realisation2 in terms of the standard topological p-simplex
|∆p| :“
#
pt0, . . . , tpq P Rp`1 |
pÿ
i“0
ti “ 1 and ti ě 0
+
(2.3)
by means of the functor ∆ Ñ Top defined by rps ÞÑ |∆p| and
´
rps fÝÑ rqs
¯
ÞÑ
˜
|∆p| ÝÑ |∆q|
pt0, . . . , tpq ÞÑ
`ř
fpiq“0 ti, . . . ,
ř
fpiq“q ti
˘¸ . (2.4)
Thus, the coface map φpi induces the injection |∆p| ãÑ |∆p`1| given by pt0, . . . , tpq ÞÑ
pt0, . . . , ti´1, 0, ti, . . . , tpq, sending |∆p| to the i-th face of |∆p`1|. Likewise, the codegeneracy
map δpi induces the projection |∆p| Ñ |∆p´1| by ptp, . . . , t0q ÞÑ pt0, . . . , ti ` ti`1, . . . , tpq,
sending |∆p| to |∆p´1| by collapsing together the vertices i and i` 1.
Using the simplex category ∆ and its opposite, ∆op, we can now define simplices in
the category of sets, Set.
Definition 2.2. A simplicial set X is a Set-valued presheaf on ∆. That is, X is a functor
X : ∆op Ñ Set.
2cf. [60, Chapter 1] for details
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Unwrapping this definition, we arrive at the following statements. A simplicial set is a
non-negatively graded set X “ ŤpPN0 Xp for which Xp :“ X prpsq is called the set of
simplicial p-simplices; the elements of X0 are also called the vertices of X . The coface
and codegeneracy maps translate into the face maps, fpi :“ X pφpi q : Xp Ñ Xp´1, and the
degeneracy maps, dpi :“X pδpi q : Xp ÑXp`1, respectively. They satisfy
fi ˝ fj “ fj´1 ˝ fi for i ă j , di ˝ dj “ dj`1 ˝ di for i ď j ,
fi ˝ dj “ dj´1 ˝ fi for i ă j , fi ˝ dj “ dj ˝ fi´1 for i ą j ` 1 ,
fi ˝ di “ id “ fi`1 ˝ di ,
(2.5)
where the domains of all the maps have to be chosen appropriately. These relations are
straightforwardly obtained from similar relations for the coface and codegeneracy maps.
Note that the last line of (2.5) implies that the face maps are surjective and the degeneracy
maps are injective. We usually depict simplicial sets by writing arrows for the face maps,!
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑÝÑÝÑÝÑX2 ÝÑÝÑÝÑX1 ÝÑÝÑX0
)
. (2.6)
Remark 2.3. Any ordinary set X can be identified with the simplicial set ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑÝÑÝÑÝÑ X ÝÑÝÑÝÑ X ÝÑÝÑ X(, where all the face and degeneracy maps are identities. Such
a set is called a simplicially constant simplicial set.
(i)
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
(ii)
0
1
2
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
0
1
2
0
1
Figure 1: The three morphisms p0, 0q “ φ11 ˝ δ00 , p0, 1q “ id, and p1, 1q “ φ10 ˝ δ00 of
hom∆pr1s, r1sq in diagram (i) and the four morphisms p0, 0, 0q “ φ11 ˝ δ00 ˝ δ10 , p0, 0, 1q “ δ10 ,
p0, 1, 1q “ δ11 , and p1, 1, 1q “ φ10 ˝ δ00 ˝ δ10 of hom∆pr2s, r1sq in diagram (ii).
An important example of a simplicial set is given by the standard simplicial n-simplex
which is defined as follows.
Definition 2.4. The standard simplicial n-simplex, denoted by ∆n, is the simplicial set
hom∆p´, rnsq : ∆op Ñ Set.
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Thus, simplicial p-simplices in ∆n are the elements of hom∆prps, rnsq, and we write ∆n “Ť
pPN0 ∆
n
p with ∆
n
p :“ hom∆prps, rnsq. Furthermore, whenever such a map is injective, it
is called a non-degenerate simplicial simplex; otherwise, it is called degenerate. There is
a unique non-degenerate simplicial n-simplex in ∆n given by the identity at rns and all
simplicial simplices for p ą n in ∆n are degenerate. Note that the set hom∆prps, rnsq has`
p`n`1
n
˘
elements. We shall make use of the notation in which the elements of hom∆prps, rnsq
are labelled by their images. For instance, hom∆pr1s, r1sq contains the three morphisms
p0, 0q, p0, 1q, and p1, 1q while hom∆pr2s, r1sq contains the four morphisms p0, 0, 0q, p0, 0, 1q,
p0, 1, 1q and p1, 1, 1q all of which are depicted in Figure 1. Moreover, the face map fpi : ∆np Ñ
∆np´1 acts on a simplicial p-simplex σ in the standard simplicial n-simplex ∆n according
to ´
rps σÝÑ rns
¯
ÞÑ
´
rp´ 1s σ˝φ
p
iÝÑ rns
¯
(2.7a)
while the degeneracy maps dpi : ∆
n
p Ñ ∆np`1 act as´
rps σÝÑ rns
¯
ÞÑ
´
rp` 1s σ˝δ
p
iÝÑ rns
¯
. (2.7b)
For example, when acting on the morphisms p0, 0q, p0, 1q and p1, 1q the face maps yield
f10p0, 0q “ 0 “ f11p0, 0q, f10p0, 1q “ 1 and f11p0, 1q “ 0, and f10p1, 1q “ 1 “ f11p1, 1q as can be
seen from Figure 2.
p0, 0q ˝ φ10
0 0
1
p0, 0q ˝ φ11
0 0
1
p0, 1q ˝ φ10
0 0
1
p0, 1q ˝ φ11
0 0
1
p1, 1q ˝ φ10
0 0
1
p1, 1q ˝ φ11
0 0
1
Figure 2: The composition of the morphisms p0, 0q, p0, 1q, and p1, 1q of hom∆pr1s, r1sq with
the coface maps φ10 and φ
1
1.
Having defined simplicial sets, let us now move on to maps between them.
Definition 2.5. A simplicial map between simplicial sets is a natural transformation bet-
ween the functors defining the simplicial sets as presheaves.
Put differently, a simplicial map g : X Ñ Y between two simplicial sets X and Y is a
map of degree zero of graded sets g “ pgp : Xp Ñ Ypq, which commutes with the face and
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degeneracy maps,
g ˝ fXi “ fYi ˝ g and g ˝ dXi “ dYi ˝ g , (2.8a)
that is, the diagrams
¨ ¨ ¨ X2 // ////
g2

X1
// //
g1

X0
g0

¨ ¨ ¨ Y2 ////// Y1 //// Y0
and
¨ ¨ ¨ X2
g2

X1oo
oo
g1

X0
g0

oo
¨ ¨ ¨ Y2 Y1oooo Y0oo
(2.8b)
are commutative. If all the maps gp are embeddings (that is, injections), then X is called
a simplicial subset of Y . If no confusion arises, we shall suppress the dependence of the
face and degeneracy maps on the simplicial sets to which they belong.
Example 2.6. The Yoneda lemma (see e.g. [69, Chapter 4] for a proof) asserts that for
any Set-valued presheaf on a category C, that is any functor Φ : Cop Ñ Set, the set of
natural transformations homCp´, cq ñ Φ is bijective to the set Φpcq for any object c P C.
By virtue of this lemma, any simplicial map ∆m Ñ ∆n, which is a natural transformation
hom∆p´, rmsq ñ hom∆p´, rnsq corresponds bijectively to a morphism rms Ñ rns in the
simplex category ∆.
0
1
2
p0, 2q
p0, 1q p1, 2q
p0, 1, 2q
0
3
2
1
p0, 1q p1, 2q
p1, 3q
p0, 3q p3, 2q
p0, 2q
p1, 3, 2qp0,
1,
3q
p0, 3, 2q
p0, 1, 2q
p0, 1, 3, 2q
Figure 3: The simplicial 2- and 3-simplices p0, 1, 2q and p0, 1, 2, 3q and their faces.
Furthermore, we shall need the following definition.
Definition 2.7. Let X be a simplicial set and let tx1, . . . , xiu be a set of elements of X .
The simplicial subset of X generated by tx1, . . . , xiu is the smallest simplicial subset of X
which contains all these elements.
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Particularly important examples of such simplicial subsets are the faces of ∆n.
Definition 2.8. For each i, the i-th face of ∆n is the simplicial subset of ∆n, denoted by
fi∆
n, that is generated by the image φni p0, 1, . . . , nq of the i-th coface map.
Explicitly, the simplicial map fi∆
n ãÑ ∆n is given by the post-composition with φni , that
is, hom∆prps, rn ´ 1sq Q g ÞÑ φni ˝ g P hom∆prps, rnsq so that fi∆n “
Ť
pPN0pfi∆nqp with
pfi∆nqp :“ tφni ˝ g P hom∆prps, rnsq | g P hom∆prps, rn´ 1squ. It follows that fi∆n – ∆n´1.
This is exemplified in Figure 3, where the simplicial 2-simplex p0, 1, 2q in ∆2 and its three
faces p0, 1q, p0, 2q, and p1, 2q are depicted.
We can now combine simplicial sets and maps between them into a category.
Definition 2.9. The category of simplicial sets sSet is defined as the functor category
Funp∆op,Setq.
The Yoneda lemma, see Example 2.6, immediately implies the following lemma.
Lemma 2.10. Given a simplicial set X “ ŤpPN0 Xp, we have Xp – homsSetp∆p,X q.
We will usually work over simplicial sets with an underlying smooth structure. To
describe these, we consider simplicial objects internal to the category Mfd, the category of
smooth manifolds.
Definition 2.11. A simplicial manifold is a Mfd-valued presheaf on ∆ and we shall denote
the category of simplicial manifolds by sMfd :“ Funp∆op,Mfdq.
The simplicial simplices of a simplicial manifold are thus manifolds and face and degeneracy
maps are smooth submersions and smooth immersions, respectively.
The functor defining the simplicial manifold X P Funp∆op,Mfdq can be composed
with the tangent functor T to yield another simplicial manifold TX : ∆op Ñ Mfd, the
simplicial tangent bundle TX of X :
∆op
XÝÑ Mfd TÝÑ VectBun ÝÑ Mfd , (2.9)
where VectBun is the category of vector bundles and the last functor is the forgetful functor.
Finally, note that by replacing Mfd with SMfd, the category of supermanifolds, we
obtain the category of simplicial supermanifolds sSMfd. We shall make use of this category
when discussing the differentiation of Lie quasi-groupoids.
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2.2. Simplicial homotopies
As we shall discuss now, simplicial maps between simplicial sets also carry a simplicial
structure. This statement can then be iterated to simplicial homotopies, which are maps
between simplicial maps.
Firstly, observe that sSet is a strict symmetric monoidal category. In particular, it
comes with a product.
Definition 2.12. Given two simplicial sets X and Y , the product X ˆY is the simplicial
set with simplicial p-simplices pX ˆ Y qp :“ Xp ˆ Yp, and the face and degeneracy maps
act as fX ˆYi pxp, ypq :“ pfXi xp, fYi ypq and dX ˆYi pxp, ypq :“ pdXi xp, dYi ypq for all pxp, ypq P
pX ˆ Y qp.
Given a product in a category, it is natural to try to construct its right-adjoint, known as
the internal hom.
Definition 2.13. Let X and Y be simplicial sets. The simplicial set hompX ,Y q, called
the internal hom, has homppX ,Y q :“ homsSetp∆p ˆX ,Y q as its simplicial p-simplices
and its face and degeneracy maps are given by
fpi :
´
∆p ˆX fÝÑ Y
¯
ÞÑ
´
∆p´1 ˆX φ
p
iˆidXÝÑ ∆p ˆX fÝÑ Y
¯
,
dpi :
´
∆p ˆX fÝÑ Y
¯
ÞÑ
´
∆p`1 ˆX δ
p
iˆidXÝÑ ∆p ˆX fÝÑ Y
¯
,
(2.10)
where φpi and δ
p
i are the coface maps and codegeneracy maps introduced in (2.1).
3
We immediately see that hom0pX ,Y q consists of the simplicial maps between X and Y .
Note also that by the Yoneda lemma, we have
homsSetp∆p ˆX ,Y q “ homppX ,Y q – homsSetp∆p, hompX ,Y qq , (2.11)
which we can generalise further.
Lemma 2.14. Let X , Y , and Z be simplicial sets. Then the internal hom is indeed the
right adjoint of the product4. That is,
homsSetpX ˆ Y ,Z q – homsSetpX , hompY ,Z qq . (2.12)
3Here, we make use of the previous statement that any simplicial map ∆m Ñ ∆n corresponds bijectively
to a morphism rms Ñ rns in the simplex category ∆ by virtue of the Yoneda lemma, cf. Example 2.6.
4and sSet is Cartesian-closed
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Proof: For any fixed g P homsSetpX ˆ Y ,Z q, the assignment
homsSetp∆p,X q –Xp Q xp ÞÑ g ˝ pxp ˆ idY q P homppY ,Z q (2.13)
yields maps hp : Xp Ñ homppY ,Z q. Using (2.10), we see that these commute with the
face maps
pfpi ˝ hpqpxpq “ hppxpq ˝ pφpi ˆ idY q
“ g ˝ pxp ˆ idY q ˝ pφpi ˆ idY q
“ g ˝ pfpi pxpq ˆ idY q
“ php´1 ˝ fpi qpxpq ,
(2.14)
and the relation dpi ˝ hp “ hp`1 ˝ dpi follows similarly. The map hp is therefore a simplicial
map and any element of homsSetpX ˆY ,Z q yields an element of homsSetpX , hompY ,Z qq
by the assignment (2.13).
The converse is also true, and it is rather straightforward to see that (2.13) gives the
desired isomorphism (2.12). Indeed, given a simplicial map h P homsSetpX , hompY ,Z qq,
we have a simplicial map hppxpq : ∆p ˆ Y Ñ Z by evaluating hp at some xp P Xp. In
turn, hppxpq can be used to construct maps gp : Xp ˆ Yp Ñ Zp by setting
gppxp, ypq :“ phppxpqqpps!pp, ypq for xp P Xp and yp P Yp , (2.15)
where s!
p
p is the unique non-degenerate simplicial p-simplex in ∆p. These maps define a
simplicial map g P homsSetpX ˆY ,Z q, since, for instance, from fpi ˝hp “ hp´1 ˝ fpi together
with (2.10), we obtain
pfpi ˝ hpqpxpq “ hppxpq ˝ pφpi ˆ idY q “ php´1 ˝ fpi qpxpq . (2.16)
Upon applying this equation to the simplicial pp´ 1q-simplex pfppps!ppq, fpi pypqq, we find
phppxpqqp´1 ˝
`pφpi ˆ idY qpfppps!ppq, fpi pypqq˘ “ phppxpqqp´1pfpi ps!ppq, fpi pypqq
“ pphppxpqqp´1 ˝ fpi qps!pp, ypq
“ pfpi ˝ phppxpqqpqps!pp, ypq
“ pfpi ˝ gpqpxp, ypq ,
pphp´1 ˝ fpi qpxpqqp´1pfppps!ppq, fpi pypqq “ php´1pfpi pxpqqqp´1pfppps!ppq, fpi pypqq
“ pgp´1 ˝ fpi qpxp, ypq ,
(2.17)
that is, fpi ˝ gp “ gp´1 ˝ fpi . The relation dpi ˝ gp “ gp`1 ˝ dpi follows similarly. As one may
check, (2.15) constitutes the inverse construction to (2.13). l
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Remark 2.15. Note that statements involving the internal hom hompX ,Y q, as e.g.
Lemma 2.14, are problematic in the category of simplicial manifolds, as mapping spaces
are in general not manifolds. As usual, the way out is to use the category of diffeological
spaces. We shall be able to ignore this issue in the subsequent discussion since we shall
only be interested in the internal homs homp∆k,X q, which are simplicial manifolds if X
is.
Let us now discuss simplicial homotopies in slightly more detail. They are maps between
simplicial maps and therefore they should be given by hom1pX ,Y q.
Definition 2.16. Let X and Y be two simplicial sets. A simplicial homotopy between
two simplicial maps g, g˜ : X Ñ Y is a simplicial map h : ∆1 ˆX Ñ Y that renders
∆0 ˆX –X
g
))
idˆφ11

∆1 ˆX h // Y
∆0 ˆX –X
g˜
55
idˆφ10
OO (2.18)
commutative. Here, φ10 and φ
1
1 are the coface maps introduced in (2.1).
Note that this definition makes sense since simplicial p-simplices in ∆n are given by ele-
ments in hom∆prps, rnsq which may be post-composed with φn`1i to obtain elements in
hom∆prps, rn ` 1sq.5 For n “ 0, this leaves the two possibilities φ10 and φ11 so that
the morphism rps Ñ r0s yields morphisms rps Ñ r1s by either post-composing with
φ10 or φ
1
1, respectively.
6 Furthermore, the commutativity of the diagram ensures that
hppxp, p0, . . . , 0qq “ gppxpq and hppxp, p1, . . . , 1qq “ g˜ppxpq for all simplicial p-simplices
xp PXp for p ě 0. For more details, we refer to [60, Chapter 1].
We can now generalise this to higher homotopies.
Definition 2.17. A simplicial k-homotopy is an element of homkpX ,Y q.
An equivalent description of simplicial homotopies that will be useful to us later is the
following.
5Effectively, this is a version of the previous statement that any simplicial map ∆m Ñ ∆n corresponds
bijectively to a morphism rms Ñ rns in the simplex category ∆. See Example 2.6.
6Note that the simplicial p-simplex ∆0p in ∆
0 “ ŤpPN0 ∆0p contains only one single morphism rps Ñ r0s
given by 0 ÞÑ 0, 1 Ñ 0, . . ., p ÞÑ 0.
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Lemma 2.18. Let X and Y be simplicial sets. A simplicial map h : X Ñ homp∆1,Y q
is of the form hp : Xp Ñ hompp∆1,Y q with hp “ php0, . . . , hppq so that hpi : Xp Ñ Yp`1 for
0 ď i ď p and
fi ˝ hj “ hj´1 ˝ fi for i ă j , di ˝ hj “ hj`1 ˝ di for i ď j ,
di ˝ hj “ hj ˝ di´1 for i ą j , fi ˝ hj “ hj ˝ fi´1 for i ą j ` 1 ,
fi ˝ hi “ fi ˝ hi´1 ,
(2.19a)
where the domains are appropriately chosen. The simplicial map h describes a simplicial
homotopy between the simplicial maps
f0 ˝ h0 : X Ñ Y and fp`1 ˝ hp : X Ñ Y . (2.19b)
Proof: Firstly, for p “ 0, we have h0 : X0 Ñ hom0p∆1,Y q. Since hom0p∆1,Y q “
homsSetp∆0 ˆ∆1,Y q – homsSetp∆1,Y q – Y1, we thus obtain a map h00 : X0 Ñ Y1 and so
f10 ˝ h00 : X0 Ñ Y0. Next, we note that the simplicial set ∆p ˆ∆1 is characterised by its
p` 1 non-degenerate simplicial pp` 1q-simplices7
sp0 :“ pp0, 0, 1, 2, . . . , pq, p0, 1, 1, . . . , 1qq ,
sp1 :“ pp0, 1, 1, 2, . . . , pq, p0, 0, 1, . . . , 1qq ,
...
spp :“ pp0, 1, 2, . . . , p, pq, p0, 0, . . . , 0, 1qq .
(2.20)
Thus, any simplicial map ∆p ˆ ∆1 Ñ Y is fixed by assigning these simplicial simplices
to simplicial pp ` 1q-simplices in Y . Consequently, a map hp : Xp Ñ hompp∆1,Y q “
homsSetp∆p ˆ∆1,Y q is determined by p` 1 maps hpi : Xp Ñ Yp`1 which are given by
hpi p´q :“ hpp´qpspi q . (2.21)
Hence, fp`10 ˝ hp0 : Xp Ñ Yp and fp`1p`1 ˝ hpp : Xp Ñ Yp and so we have obtained the desired
maps (2.19b).
Now since h : X Ñ homp∆1,Y q is a simplicial map, it commutes with the face and
degeneracy maps on homp∆1,Y q as given in (2.10):
pfpi ˝ hpqp´q “ hpp´q ˝ pφpi ˆ idq “ php´1 ˝ fpi qp´q ,
pdpi ˝ hpqp´q “ hpp´q ˝ pδpi ˆ idq “ php`1 ˝ dpi qp´q .
(2.22)
7Note that all simplicial q-simplices for q ą p` 1 in ∆p ˆ∆1 are degenerate and thus can be obtained
by applying appropriate degeneracy maps to the non-degenerate simplicial pp` 1q-simplices.
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The first of these implies that
hpp´q`pφpi ˆ idqpsp´1j q˘ “ hp´1`fpi p´q˘psp´1j q “ php´1j ˝ fpi qp´q . (2.23)
As a short calculation reveals, for i ă j the left-hand-side of this equation is given by
hpp´q`pφpi ˆ idqpsp´1j q˘ “ hpp´q`fp`1i pspj`1q˘
“ fp`1i ˝ hpp´qpspj`1q “ pfp`1i ˝ hpj`1qp´q
(2.24)
so that fp`1i ˝hpj`1 “ hp´1j ˝ fpi . This establishes the first relation in (2.19a). The remaining
relations in (2.19a) follow in a similar fashion.
Finally, we verify that (2.19b) are simplicial maps, that is, they do indeed commute
with the face and degeneracy maps onX and Y . We only check the relation fpi ˝fp`10 ˝hp0 “
fp0 ˝ hp´10 ˝ fpi as the others are more of the same: for i “ 0, we have
fp0 ˝ hp´10 ˝ fp0 “ fp0 ˝ fp`10 ˝ hp1 “ fp0 ˝ fp`10 ˝ hp0 (2.25a)
while for i ą 0 we find
fp0 ˝ hp´10 ˝ fpi “ fp0 ˝ fp`1i`1 ˝ hp0 “ fpi ˝ fp`10 ˝ hp0 , (2.25b)
where we have used (2.5) and (2.19a). This concludes the proof. l
2.3. Kan simplicial sets
Particularly important simplicial sets are the horns of the standard simplicial n-simplex
∆n, which lead to the definition of horns of general simplicial sets.
Definition 2.19. For each i, the pn, iq-horn Λni of ∆n is the simplicial subset of ∆n gen-
erated by the union of all faces of ∆n except for the i-th one. The horns Λni with 0 ă i ă n
are called the inner horns of ∆n while the horns Λn0 and Λ
n
n are called the outer horns of
∆n.
Put differently, we may say that the horn Λni is the simplicial subset of ∆
n that is generated
by the images of tφn0 , . . . , φni´1, φni`1, . . . , φnnu. This is exemplified in Figure 4 by considering
the simplicial 2-simplex p0, 1, 2q in ∆2 together with its three horns in Λ20, Λ21, and Λ22. We
generalise the notion of horns to arbitrary simplicial sets as follows.
Definition 2.20. The pn, iq-horns of a simplicial set X are the simplicial maps Λni ÑX .
Since the horns Λni of ∆
n arise by removing the unique non-degenerate simplicial n-
simplex from ∆n as well the i-th non-degenerate simplicial pn´ 1q-simplex, they can again
be completed to simplices. If the horns of a simplicial set can be filled, we say that certain
Kan conditions are satisfied. Note that certain horns can trivially be filled, cf. Figure 5.
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01
2
p0, 2q
p0, 1q p1, 2q
p0, 1, 2q
0
1
2
p0, 2q
p0, 1q
0
1
2
p0, 1q p1, 2q
0
1
2
p0, 2q
p1, 2q
Figure 4: The simplicial 2-simplex and its horns. The simplicial 2-simplex p0, 1, 2q of ∆2 is
depicted as a double arrow p0, 1, 2q with its faces p0, 1q “ f22 p0, 1, 2q, p1, 2q “ f20 p0, 1, 2q, and
p0, 2q “ f21 p0, 1, 2q. Its horns in Λ20, Λ21, and Λ22 are depicted next to it.
0
1
1
p0, 1q p1, 1q
0
1
1
p0, 1q
p0, 1q
p1, 1q
d11p0, 1q
Figure 5: A horn that can trivially be filled with d11p0, 1q “ p0, 1, 1q. We use a double arrow
pointing at the face of the filler which was added.
Definition 2.21. Let i : Λpi ãÑ ∆p be the inclusion. A simplicial map g : X Ñ Y satisfies
the Kan condition Kanpp, iq if for any horn λ : Λpi Ñ X and any compatible simplicial
simplex δ : ∆p Ñ Y with δ ˝ i “ g ˝ λ, there exists a lift δ˜ : ∆p Ñ X of δ : ∆p Ñ Y such
that
Λpi
λ //
 _

X
g

∆p
δ˜
>>
δ // Y
(2.26)
is commutative. Whenever the lifts δ˜ : ∆p Ñ X are unique, we say that g satisfies the
unique Kan condition Kan!pp, iq.
If the Kan conditions are satisfied for a large number of horns, we obtain Kan fibrations
and Kan simplicial sets.
Definition 2.22. A Kan fibration is a simplicial map which satisfies the Kan conditions
Kanpp, iq for all p ě 1 and 0 ď i ď p. An inner Kan fibration8 is a simplicial map which
satisfies the Kan conditions Kanpp, iq for all p ě 1 and 0 ă i ă p (i.e. for inner horns).
Let ˚ be the simplicially constant simplicial set of the one-point set.
8In the nomenclature of Boardman & Voigt [70], these are called weak Kan fibrations.
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Definition 2.23. A (inner) Kan simplicial set9 is a simplicial set X such that X Ñ ˚
is a (inner) Kan fibration.
In particular, if X is a Kan simplicial set, then any horn λ : Λpi ÑX can be filled. That
is, there is a simplicial map δ˜ : ∆p ÑX such that
Λpi
λ //
 _

X
∆p
δ˜
>>
(2.27)
is commutative. We may rephrase this horn filling property by saying that the natural
restrictions
Xp – homsSetp∆p,X q Ñ homsSetpΛpi ,X q (2.28)
are surjective for all p ě 1 and 0 ď i ď p.
Definition 2.24. A Kan simplicial manifold is a simplicial manifold so that all the re-
strictions (2.28) are surjective submersions.
Example 2.25. The simplicial set ∆1 is not a Kan simplicial set (in fact none of the
∆n for n ě 1 is) since it does not satisfy the Kan condition Kanp2, 0q, for instance.
Specifically, define a horn λ : Λ22 Ñ ∆1 (see also Figure 4) by setting λ : p1, 2q ÞÑ p1, 2q
and λ : p0, 2q ÞÑ p2, 2q. This fixes λ completely since from λ ˝ f1i “ f1i ˝ λ we deduce that
λ : 0 ÞÑ 2, λ : 1 ÞÑ 1, and λ : 2 ÞÑ 2, respectively. There is, however, no δ : ∆2 Ñ ∆1 since
λ : 1 ÞÑ 1 and λ : 0 ÞÑ 2 would imply δ : p0, 1q ÞÑ p2, 1q and p2, 1q R ∆1.
Example 2.26. Let S : Top Ñ sSet be the singular functor that sends a topological space
X to the simplicial set SpXq “ ŤpPN0 homTopp|∆p|, Xq, called its singular set. The singular
set is a Kan simplicial set (see e.g. [60, Chapter 1] for details).
Example 2.27. Let Grp be the category of groups. A simplicial group is a functor ∆op Ñ
Grp. Any simplicial group is a Kan simplicial set due to a result of Moore [71]. Note that
any ordinary group G can be regarded as a simplicially constant simplicial group, that is, the
simplicial group which has a copy of G in each dimension and all the face and degeneracy
maps are identities.
Simplicial homotopies will give rise to gauge symmetries later, and we are therefore
interested in the cases in which simplicial homotopies yield an equivalence relation.
9Note that (inner) Kan simplicial sets are also known as (inner) Kan complexes.
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Proposition 2.28. Let X and Y be two simplicial sets. Consider the relation g „ g˜ on
the set of all simplicial maps between X and Y defined by saying that g is related to g˜
whenever there exists a simplicial homotopy from g to g˜. If Y is a Kan simplicial set then
this is an equivalence relation.
Proof: Reflexivity is automatic but symmetry and transitivity follow from filling horns.
Suppose there is a homotopy h1 between two simplicial maps g1 : X Ñ Y and g2 : X Ñ
Y . We may then define a simplicial map X ˆ Λ20 Ñ Y by letting X ˆ tp1, 2qu Ñ Y
be the homotopy h1 and X ˆ tp0, 2qu Ñ Y be the simplicial map g1. By the Kan
extension property, this map extends to a map X ˆ ∆2 Ñ Y , and the restriction of
this map to X ˆtp0, 1qu Ñ Y gives the desired homotopy between g2 and g1. Transitivity
works similarly. Indeed, if h2 is another homotopy between g2 and another simplicial map
g3 : X Ñ Y , we define a simplicial map X ˆ Λ21 Ñ Y with h1 : X ˆ tp1, 2qu Ñ Y and
h2 : X ˆ tp0, 1qu Ñ Y . Again, this map extends to a simplicial map X ˆ∆2 Ñ Y , and
the restriction of this map to X ˆ tp0, 2qu Ñ Y gives the desired homotopy between g1
and g3. l
Note that Proposition 2.28 generalises to higher homotopies as well as to homotopies
between simplicial manifolds. This will be of particular importance in the context of
defining Cˇech equivalence for principal bundles later on.
2.4. Nerves of categories
Each small category comes with a defining simplicial set called its nerve.
Definition 2.29. The nerve NpCq of a small category C is the simplicial set NpCq : ∆op Ñ
Set whose simplicial p-simplices are NppCq :“ Funprps, Cq.
Put differently, the simplicial p-simplices are given by the functor category consisting of
functors rps Ñ C and natural transformations between them. We usually suppress the latter
when talking about nerves. Functors rps Ñ C yield strings of p composable morphisms in C
together with all possible compositions between these morphisms. Therefore, the nerve of
a category C “ pC0, C1q has the objects C0 as its vertices, the morphisms C1 as its simplicial
1-simplices, and strings of p composable morphisms as its simplicial p-simplices. The face
maps fpi : NppCq Ñ Np´1pCq are given by composition of the i-th and pi` 1q-th morphism
for 0 ă i ă p. For i “ 0 and i “ p, fpi removes the i-th object. The degeneracy maps
dpi : NppCq Ñ Np`1pCq insert an identity morphism before the i-th morphism. Explicitly,
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the lowest face and degeneracy maps are
d00pxq “ idx ,
f10pfq “ spfq , f11pfq “ tpfq ,
d10pfq “ idtpfq ˝ f , d11pfq “ f ˝ idspfq ,
f20pf2, f1q “ f1 , f21pf2, f1q “ f2 ˝ f1 , f22pf2, f1q “ f2 ,
(2.29)
for x P C0 ” N0pCq, f P C1 ” N1pCq, and pf2, f1q P N2pCq. Here, id, s, and t are the usual
structure maps of the category C. The simplicial identities guarantee the usual relations
between the structure equations such as spidxq “ tpidxq “ x.
Two simple examples of nerves are the nerve of the category rps, which is Nprpsq “ ∆p
and the nerve of a discrete category pX Ñ Xq, which is the simplicially constant simplicial
set
 ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑÝÑÝÑÝÑ X ÝÑÝÑÝÑ X ÝÑÝÑ X(.
From the above description, it is clear that every category is fully determined by its
nerve. The following characterises a simplicial set which is the nerve of a category (see
e.g. [40, Proposition 1.1.2.2]):
Proposition 2.30. A simplicial set is the nerve of a category if and only if it is an inner
Kan simplicial set for which all the inner Kan conditions are uniquely satisfied.
Instead of giving a full explanation of this proposition, let us merely motivate it. Consider
again the simplicial 2-simplex in ∆2 and its horns (see also Figure 4). The inner horn is
Λ21, and the fact that it can be filled uniquely means that the composition of morphisms
p0, 1q and p1, 2q is well defined. If we were also able to fill the horns Λ20 and Λ22, then we
would have a left-inverse to the morphism p0, 1q as well as a right-inverse to the morphism
p1, 2q, respectively. We shall return to this point when discussing groupoids. Note that the
inner horns Λ3i , i “ 1, 2, have a unique horn filler, which amounts to associativity of the
composition of morphisms.
Proposition 2.31. The nerve construction induces a functor N : Cat Ñ sSet, called the
nerve functor.10
In particular, any functor Φ : C Ñ D between two categories C and D induces a
simplicial map NpΦq : NpCq Ñ NpDq,
∆op
NpDq
<<
NpCq
##
NpΦq

sSet (2.30)
10In fact, this functor is the right-adjoint of the geometric realisation functor, whose image on ∆ was
briefly mentioned in Section 2.1.
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between the associated nerves NpCq “ ŤpPN0 Funprps, Cq and NpDq “ ŤpPN0 Funprps,Dq.
Explicitly, a simplicial p-simplex F P Funprps, Cq is mapped to the simplicial p-simplex
NpΦqpF q “ Φ ˝ F P Funprps,Dq. Likewise, a morphism α in Funprps, Cq is mapped to
the morphism Φpαq P Funprps,Dq. Notice also that the nerve functor factors through the
product of categories, and we have a canonical isomorphism NpC ˆDq – NpCq ˆNpDq.
The next obvious step is to look for an interpretation of natural transformations in the
context of nerves. Recall that a natural transformation between two functors Φ0,1 : C Ñ D
can alternatively be regarded as a functor Ψ : C ˆ r1s Ñ D rendering the diagram
C ˆ r0s – C
Φ0
((
1ˆφ11

C ˆ r1s Ψ // D
C ˆ r0s – C
Φ1
66
1ˆφ10
OO
(2.31)
commutative. Here, φ10 and φ
1
1 are the coface maps defined in (2.1). To see this more
explicitly, consider a morphism f P Cpx, yq. Commutativity of the diagram (2.31) amounts
to Φ0pxq “ Ψpx, 0q, Φ1pxq “ Ψpx, 1q, Φ0pfq “ Ψpf ˆ p0, 0qq, and Φ1pfq “ Ψpf ˆ p1, 1qq.
Consequently, upon applying the functor Ψ to the commutative diagram
px, 0q
fˆp0,0q

px, 1qidxˆp0,1qoo
fˆp1,1q

py, 0q py, 1q
idyˆp0,1q
oo
(2.32)
in C ˆ r1s, we obtain the commutative diagram
Φ0pxq
Φ0pfq

Φ1pxq
Φ1pfq

αxoo
Φ0pyq Φ1pyqαyoo
(2.33)
in D, where we have made use of the identifications Φ0pxq “ Ψpx, 0q, Φ1pxq “ Ψpx, 1q,
Φ0pfq “ Ψpf ˆ p0, 0qq, Φ1pfq “ Ψpf ˆ p1, 1qq, and set αx :“ Ψpidx ˆ p0, 1qq. The diagram
(2.33) is, however, the standard definition of a natural transformation α : Φ0 ñ Φ1 between
the functors Φ0 and Φ1.
Upon applying the nerve functor N : Cat Ñ sSet to the diagram (2.31) and making
use of the factorisation property NpC ˆ Dq – NpCq ˆ NpDq together with Nprpsq “ ∆p,
we recover the definition of a simplicial homotopy (2.18) between the simplicial maps
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NpΦ0q : NpCq Ñ NpDq and NpΦ1q : NpCq Ñ NpDq that are induced by the functors
Φ0 and Φ1. In summary, natural transformations between functors translate to simplicial
homotopies between the corresponding simplicial maps.
2.5. Quasi-categories
Characterising categories by Kan conditions suggests a definition of higher categories as
(inner) Kan simplicial sets, see e.g. [39,40]. The resulting formulations of higher categories
are much simpler than other common definitions, as for example those in terms of weak 2-
or 3-categories.
Definition 2.32. A quasi-category or 8-category is an inner Kan simplicial set.
Here, the vertices are to be understood as the objects and the simplicial 1-simplices are
essentially 1-morphisms in a higher category. Recall that the composition of 1-morphisms
in a category corresponds to filling a horn in the category’s nerve. This was unique, as the
nerve of a category is uniquely Kan. In quasi-categories, this uniqueness is removed, and
we therefore do no longer have a unique composition of 1-morphisms. We rather have a
set of possible compositions given by the set of all horn fillers. This is very much in line
with the general philosophy of categorification, in which entities are replaced by sets of
equivalent entities. For further clarification of this, see the discussion of the Duskin nerve
of a weak 2-category in Appendix A.
One of the important benefits of working with quasi-categories is the fact that all
transfors (functors, natural transformations, modifications, etc.) become very simple, and
this will dramatically simplify our formulation of categorified principal bundles.
Definition 2.33. A quasi-functor or 0-quasi-transfor between two quasi-categories is a
simplicial map between them. A quasi-natural transformation or 1-quasi-transfor between
two quasi-functors is a simplicial homotopy between the corresponding simplicial maps. In
general, a k-quasi-transfor, for k ě 2, is simply a simplicial k-homotopy, see Definition
2.17.
A common specialisation we will use is to require the Kan conditions to be satisfied
uniquely from some order upwards.
Definition 2.34. An n-quasi-category is a quasi-category for which the Kan conditions
Kanpp, iq are satisfied uniquely for all p ą n and i P t1, . . . , p´ 1u .
Notice that quasi-categories and n-quasi-categories form geometric models for p8, 1q- and
pn, 1q-categories, respectively. Notice also that we can internalise quasi-categories in other
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categories, e.g. in Mfd. In case of the latter, the result will be a simplicial manifold satisfying
the evident inner Kan conditions.
2.6. Lie quasi-groupoids
To describe the gauge structure of the simplicial bundles later on, we need a higher group
structure. Such structures are captured by Lie quasi-groupoids, which are higher versions
of groupoids. Let us start off by briefly recalling some basic notions about groupoids.
Definition 2.35. A groupoid is a small category in which every morphism is invertible.
In particular, a groupoid G consists of two sets G0 (the objects) and G1 (the morphisms) with
source and target maps s, t : G1 ÝÑÝÑ G0 as well as an identity or inclusion map id : G0ãÑG1.
We have spidxq “ tpidxq “ x for all x P G0. If two morphisms f1 and f2 have matching
source and target, tpf1q “ spf2q, we can compose them into a new morphism f2 ˝ f1 with
spf2˝f1q “ spf1q and tpf2˝f1q “ tpf2q. The composition is associative and every morphism
f P G1 has an inverse f´1 P G1, that is, f´1 ˝ f “ idspfq and f ˝ f´1 “ idtpfq.
All the groupoids and higher groupoids we are interested in will be smooth, and we
directly internalise in Mfd.11
Definition 2.36. A Lie groupoid is a groupoid internal to Mfd.
This implies that both the set of objects and and the set of morphisms of a Lie groupoid
are manifolds and all its structure maps are smooth.
Example 2.37. Let f : Y Ñ X be a surjective submersion between two manifolds Y and
X and denote the fibre product of Y with itself over X by Y r2s :“ Y ˆX Y :“ tpy1, y2q P
Y ˆ Y | fpy1q “ fpy2qu. The Cˇech groupoid CˇpY Ñ Xq of f is the natural Lie groupoid
Y ˆXY ÝÑÝÑ Y with pairs py1, y2q for y1, y2 P Y satisfying fpy1q “ fpy2q as its morphisms. It
has the source, target, composition, and identity maps given by spy1, y2q :“ y2, tpy1, y2q :“
y1, idx :“ px, xq, and py1, y2q ˝ py2, y3q :“ py1, y3q. Note that when X is just the one-point
set, the Cˇech groupoid is also known as the pair groupoid of Y .
Example 2.38. A simple example of a Lie groupoid is the delooping BG “ pG ÝÑÝÑ ˚q of a
Lie group G, where the source and target maps are trivial, id˚ “ 1G, and the composition
is group multiplication in G. Note that BG differs from CˇpGÑ ˚q.
Because a groupoid G “ pG0,G1q is a category, we can consider its nerve. As before,
the sets of simplicial 0-, 1-, and 2-simplices of the nerve NpGq are identified with G0, G1,
11Recall that internalisation in Mfd is non-trivial as this category does not have all pullbacks. However,
this is a technicality which we can fix by requiring source and target maps to be surjective submersions.
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and the set of composable morphisms, respectively. In general, the simplicial p-simplices
are given by p-tuples of composable morphisms. In particular, the Cˇech nerve of the Cˇech
groupoid CˇpY Ñ Xq is
NpY ˆX Y ÝÑÝÑ Y q “
!
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑÝÑÝÑÝÑ Y ˆX Y ˆX Y ÝÑÝÑÝÑ Y ˆX Y ÝÑÝÑ Y
)
, (2.34)
with face and degeneracy maps given by
fpi px0, . . . , xpq :“ px0, . . . , xi´1, xi`1, . . . , xpq ,
dpi px0, . . . , xpq :“ px0, . . . , xi´1, xi, xi, . . . , xpq .
(2.35)
Also, the nerve NpBGq of the delooping BG is the simplicial manifold
NpBGq “
!
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑÝÑÝÑÝÑ Gˆ G ÝÑÝÑÝÑ G ÝÑÝÑ ˚
)
(2.36)
with the obvious face and degeneracy maps.
Proposition 2.30 characterises simplicial sets which are nerves of categories. The ana-
logue statement for groupoids is given by the following proposition.
Proposition 2.39. A simplicial set is the nerve of a groupoid if and only if it is a Kan
simplicial set in which all the Kan conditions (i.e. inner and outer) are uniquely satisfied.
As a corollary to Proposition 2.39, it follows that a simplicial manifold is the nerve of a
groupoid if it is a Kan simplicial manifold, and the Kan conditions are uniquely satisfied.
It is now completely clear how to generalise from groupoids to quasi-groupoids, Lie
quasi-groupoids and Lie n-quasi-groupoids, cf. [64–66] or [72].
Definition 2.40. A quasi-groupoid is a Kan simplicial set. A Lie quasi-groupoid is a Kan
simplicial manifold. A Lie n-quasi-groupoid is a Lie quasi-groupoid for which the Kan
conditions Kanpp, iq are satisfied uniquely for p ą n, i P t0, . . . , pu.
Note that in the case of Lie n-quasi-groupoids, this means that the restrictions (2.28) are
diffeomorphisms for p ą n.
Remark 2.41. A reduced (Lie) quasi-groupoid is a (Lie) quasi-groupoid with a single
simplicial 0-simplex or object. We shall follow the delooping hypothesis and identify re-
duced (Lie) quasi-groupoids with (Lie) quasi-groups. Likewise, whenever the Kan condi-
tions Kanpp, iq are satisfied uniquely for p ą n, we shall speak of (Lie) n-quasi-groups. The
categories of quasi-groups and simplicial groups (see Example 2.27) are equivalent due to a
classical result of Quillen [73]. This also holds true in the context of Lie quasi-groups and
Lie simplicial groups as was shown in Nikolaus et al. [47, Proposition 3.35].
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Lemma 2.42. Let X and Y be simplicial sets. If Y is a quasi-groupoid then so is
hompX ,Y q.
Proof: Let us sketch the proof. By Definition 2.40, a quasi-groupoid is a Kan simplicial
set, that is, a Kan fibration over the one-point simplicial set (see Section 2)
Λpi
//
 _

Y
∆p
>>
(2.37)
This diagram can be extended to a commutative diagram
Λpi ˆX // _

Y
∆p ˆX
;;
(2.38)
for any simplicial manifold X (see e.g. [74, Lemma 1.5]). By virtue of Lemma 2.14, the
latter diagram is equivalent to
Λpi
//
 _

hompX ,Y q
∆p
99
(2.39)
and this proves the Lemma. l
3. Lie quasi-groupoid bundles
Having introduced the notion of Lie n-quasi-groups, we now wish to define and discuss
principal bundles that have such quasi-groups as their structure groups. Our constructions
naturally extend to Lie quasi-groupoids, and by a slight abuse of language we shall call
the result a Lie quasi-groupoid bundle. These bundles form the underlying geometrical
structure of higher gauged sigma models. All our definitions are given for manifolds but
they extend to supermanifolds. In Section 3.3, we shall give generalisations for higher base
spaces. Higher principal bundles based on Kan simplicial sets have been discussed earlier,
see e.g. [44,45] and [46–48]. Furthermore, higher principal bundles over a particular higher
base space were discussed in [49]. We shall start off with the simplical definition of principal
G-bundles for G a Lie group.
3.1. Principal bundles and Lie groupoid bundles from simplicial maps
Recall that given a Lie group G and a surjective submersion Y Ñ X between two manifolds
X and Y , a principal G-bundle over X subordinate to the cover Y Ñ X is a functor
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from the Cˇech groupoid CˇpY Ñ Xq “ pY ˆX Y ÝÑÝÑ Y q to the delooping BG “ pG Ñ ˚q.
Moreover, two such principal G-bundles are called equivalent if and only if there is a natural
isomorphism between the underlying functors.
Recall from Section 2.6 that the nerves of the Cˇech groupoid and BG read as
NpCˇpY Ñ Xqq “
!
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑÝÑÝÑÝÑ Y ˆX Y ˆX Y ÝÑÝÑÝÑ Y ˆX Y ÝÑÝÑ Y
)
,
NpBGq “
!
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑÝÑÝÑÝÑ Gˆ G ÝÑÝÑÝÑ G ÝÑÝÑ ˚
)
,
(3.1)
respectively. With Propositions 2.31 and 2.28, the definitions of principal G-bundles and
their isomorphisms are recast in the simplicial language as follows.
Definition 3.1. For G a Lie group, a principal G-bundle over a manifold X subordinate
to a surjective submersion Y Ñ X is a simplicial map g : NpCˇpY Ñ Xqq Ñ NpBGq. Two
such principal G-bundles g, g˜ : NpCˇpY Ñ Xqq Ñ NpBGq are called equivalent if and only if
there is a simplicial homotopy between g and g˜.
In the following, we shall specialise to the usual setting of surjective submersions given
by an ordinary cover U “ 9ŤaPAUa Ñ X, where 9Y denotes the disjoint union. The cor-
responding Cˇech groupoid CˇpU Ñ Xq has the pairs px, aq with x P Ua as objects and the
triples px, a, bq with x P Ua X Ub ‰ ∅ as morphisms, and the structure maps are
spx, a, bq :“ px, bq , tpx, a, bq :“ px, aq , idpx,aq :“ px, a, aq ,
px, a, bq ˝ px, b, cq :“ px, a, cq .
(3.2)
Furthermore, the nerve NpCˇpUÑ Xqq of CˇpUÑ Xq is given by
NpCˇpUÑ Xqq “
"
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑÝÑÝÑÝÑ
9ď
a,b,cPAUa X Ub X Uc
ÝÑÝÑÝÑ
9ď
a,bPAUa X Ub ÝÑÝÑ
9ď
aPAUa
*
. (3.3)
The degeneracy maps on a simplicial 0-simplex px, aq and on a simplicial 2-simplex px, a, bq
are d00px, aq “ px, a, aq, d10px, a, bq “ px, a, a, bq, and d11px, a, bq “ px, a, b, bq, and likewise for
the higher simplices. The face maps on a simplicial 1-simplex px, a, bq are f10px, a, bq “ px, bq
and f11px, a, bq “ px, aq and on a simplicial 2-simplex px, a, b, cq we have f20px, a, b, cq “
px, b, cq, f21px, a, b, cq “ px, a, cq, and f22px, a, b, cq “ px, a, bq, respectively.
To recover the usual description of a principal G-bundle in terms of Cˇech cocycles from
Definition 3.1, we note that the simplicial map g : NpCˇpU Ñ Xqq Ñ NpBGq consists of
individual maps, the lowest of which are
gapxq :“ g0px, aq “ ˚ , gabpxq :“ g1px, a, bq P G ,
gabcpxq :“ g2px, a, b, cq “ pg1abcpxq, g2abcpxqq P Gˆ G , etc.
(3.4)
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The fact that g commutes with the face maps gives the trivial relation g ˝ f1i “ f1i ˝ g
together with the non-trivial relation g ˝ f2i “ f2i ˝ g. The latter implies
g1abcpxq “ gabpxq , g1abcpxqg2abcpxq “ gacpxq , g2abcpxq “ gbcpxq , (3.5)
which yields the usual cocycle conditions for the Cˇech cocycles describing a principal G-
bundle. For brevity, we shall often suppress the x-dependence in the following provided no
confusion arises. Because of g ˝ d00 “ d00 ˝ g, we have gaa “ 1G and g ˝ d1i “ d1i ˝ g implies
gaab “ p1G, gabq as well as gabb “ pgab,1Gq. Recall that all information about the structure
of a category is encoded in its nerve’s simplicial 0-, 1-, and 2-simplices, respectively, and
all higher-dimensional simplices are completely fixed by the lower-dimensional ones. Since
we extracted all non-trivial conditions for g being a simplicial map from the relevant low-
dimensional simplices, all higher conditions will be satisfied automatically.
˚
˚
˚
˚
haa,01
hbb,01
hab,01g˜ab gab
Figure 6: Coboundary transformation for two principal G-bundles g, g˜ : NpCˇpUÑ Xqq Ñ
NpBGq for G a Lie group.
Let us now recover the Cˇech coboundary relations. According to Definition 2.16, a
simplicial homotopy between two principal G-bundles g and g˜ subordinate to the cover
UÑ X gives rise to a simplicial map h : NpCˇpUÑ Xqq ˆ∆1 Ñ NpBGq such that
hpppx, a0, . . . , apq, p0, . . . , 0qq “ gppx, a0, . . . , apq “: ga0¨¨¨appxq ,
hpppx, a0, . . . , apq, p1, . . . , 1qq “ g˜ppx, a0, . . . , apq “: g˜a0¨¨¨appxq
(3.6)
for all simplicial p-simplices px, a0, . . . , apq P NppCˇpUÑ Xqq and p ě 0. Using
NpCˇpUÑ Xqq ˆ∆1 “
ď
pPN0
´
NppCˇpUÑ Xqq ˆ∆1p
¯
“
“
"
¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑÝÑÝÑ 9
ď
a,bPAUa X Ub ˆ tpp0, 0q, p0, 1q, p1, 1qu ÝÑÝÑ
9ď
aPAUa ˆ t0, 1u
*
,
(3.7)
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the lowest components of h are
h0ppx, aq, 0q “ ˚ “ h0ppx, aq, 1q ,
gabpxq “ h1ppx, a, bq, p0, 0qq and g˜abpxq “ h1ppx, a, bq, p1, 1qq ,
hab,01pxq :“ h1ppx, a, bq, p0, 1qq .
(3.8)
Since h is a simplicial map, it commutes with the face maps and coface maps, and, con-
sequently, it follows that the diagram in Figure 6 is commutative. This, in turn yields the
usual coboundary relations
gabhbb,01 “ haa,01g˜ab (3.9)
for Cˇech 1-cocycles. Just as in the case of the cocycle conditions, there are no further
constraints arising from considering higher-dimensional simplices.
Our Definition 3.1 of principal G-bundles generalises to nerves of Lie groupoids.
Definition 3.2. For G a Lie groupoid, a Lie groupoid bundle or principal G-bundle over
X is a simplicial map g : NpCˇpU Ñ Xqq Ñ NpGq. Two such principal G-bundles g, g˜ :
NpCˇpU Ñ Xqq Ñ NpGq over X are called equivalent if and only if there is a simplicial
homotopy between g and g˜.
In terms of Cˇech cocycles and coboundaries, we have the following picture. A simplicial
map g : NpCˇpUÑ Xqq Ñ NpGq, where G “ pG1 Ñ G0q has lowest components
gapxq :“ g0px, aq P G0 , gabpxq :“ g1px, a, bq P G1 ,
gabcpxq :“ g2px, a, b, cq “ pg1abcpxq, g2abcpxqq P G1 ˆ G1 , etc.
(3.10)
The fact that g is a simplicial map gives rise to the following conditions:
spgabq “ gb , tpgabq “ ga , gaa “ idga ,
g1abc “ gab , g1abc ˝ g2abc “ gac , g2abc “ gbc .
(3.11)
Obviously, this then yields gac “ gab ˝ gbc.
A simplicial homotopy h : g Ñ g˜ is given by
haa,01 : g˜a Ñ ga and gab ˝ hbb,01 “ haa,01 ˝ g˜ab , (3.12)
where now gapxq “ h0ppx, aq, 0q and g˜apxq “ h0ppx, aq, 1q and the rest as presented above.
Note that Lie groupoid bundles are the geometric structure underlying gauged sigma
models. Here, G is the action groupoid of the gauge group acting on the space G0. We
shall discuss this point in more detail in Section 5.2.
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3.2. Generalisation to Lie quasi-groupoid bundles
After the preceding discussion, the generalisation to Lie quasi-groupoid bundles is now
rather obvious.
Definition 3.3. For G a Lie quasi-groupoid, a Lie quasi-groupoid bundle or principal
G -bundle over X is a simplicial map g : NpCˇpU Ñ Xqq Ñ G . Two such principal G -
bundles g, g˜ : NpCˇpU Ñ Xqq Ñ G over X are called equivalent if and only if there is a
simplicial homotopy between g and g˜.
Again, our notion of equivalence is sensible since G is a Kan simplical manifold and with
Proposition 2.28 it follows that simplicial homotopies give rise to equivalence relations.
To illustrate this definition, let us work through the details for a Lie 2-quasi-groupoid
G . In this case, a simplicial map g : NpCˇpUÑ Xqq Ñ G has the lowest components
gapxq :“ g0px, aq P G0 , gabpxq :“ g1px, a, bq P G1 ,
gabcpxq :“ g2px, a, b, cq P G2 .
(3.13)
Beyond this, the uniqueness of the horn fillers fully determines the map g. The fact that
g is a simplicial map implies that the face maps acting on gab and gabc yield
pf10 ˝ g1qpx, a, bq “ gbpxq , pf11 ˝ g1qpx, a, bq “ gapxq ,
pf20 ˝ g2qpx, a, b, cq “ gbcpxq , pf21 ˝ g2qpx, a, b, cq “ gacpxq ,
pf22 ˝ g2qpx, a, b, cq “ gabpxq .
(3.14)
Note that we also have
gaapxq “ pd00 ˝ g0qpx, aq ,
gaabpxq “ pd10 ˝ g1qpx, a, bq , gabbpxq “ pd11 ˝ g1qpx, a, bq ,
gaaapxq “ pd10 ˝ pd00 ˝ g0qqpx, aq “ pd11 ˝ pd00 ˝ g0qqpx, aq .
(3.15)
We thus regard gab as the simplicial 1-simplex connecting the simplicial 0-simplices gb and
ga as is depicted in diagram (i) of Figure 7. Similarly, gabc is the simplicial 2-simplex
connecting the simplicial 1-simplices gbc and gab to the 1-simplex gac as is depicted in
diagram (ii) of Figure 7. Moreover, we have a unique horn filler gabcd for the 3-horn
p´, gacd, gabd, gabcq. This can be seen as connecting the simplicial 2-simplices gabc, gabd,
and gacd to the simplicial 2-simplex gbcd, which, pictorially is given by a tetrahedron as is
depicted in diagram (iii) of Figure 7. Filling the 3-horn p´, gacd, gabd, gabcq then amounts
to regarding these three 2-simplices as faces of the tetrahedron gabcd with the fourth face
gbcd. Altogether, the diagrams (i)–(iii) of Figure 7 are then to be understood as the Cˇech
cocycle conditions of a quasi-groupoid bundle with structure Lie 2-quasi-groupoid G .
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(iii)
(ii)
(i)
gagb gab
gc
gb
ga
gbc gab
gac
gabc
gc
gb
ga
gd
gabd
gbcd
gabc
gcd gad
gbd
gbc gab
gac
gabcd
gacd
Figure 7: Transition functions and cocycle conditions of a principal G -bundle g : NpCˇpUÑ
Xqq Ñ G for G a Lie 2-quasi-groupoid. As before, the arrows indicate the interpretation of
the 2- and 3-simplices as horn fillers.
A simplicial homotopy h between g and g˜ in the case of a Lie 2-quasi-groupoid G has
as lowest components
gapxq “ h0ppx, aq, 0q and g˜apxq “ h0ppx, aq, 1q ,
gabpxq “ h1ppx, a, bq, p0, 0qq and g˜abpxq “ h1ppx, a, bq, p1, 1qq ,
hab,01pxq :“ h1ppx, a, bq, p0, 1qq ,
gabcpxq “ h2ppx, a, b, cq, p0, 0, 0qq and g˜abcpxq “ h2ppx, a, b, cq, p1, 1, 1qq ,
habc,011pxq :“ h2ppx, a, b, cq, p0, 1, 1qq ,
habc,001pxq :“ h2ppx, a, b, cq, p0, 0, 1qq .
(3.16)
The fact that h is a simplicial map is reflected in the two diagrams displayed of Figure 8.
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(ii)
(i)
g˜a
g˜b
ga
gb
haa,01
hbb,01
hab,01g˜ab gab
habb,001
h´1aab,011
g˜c
g˜b
g˜a
gc
gb
ga
habb,001
h´1aab,011
hbcc,001 h´1bbc,001
hacc,001
h´1aac,011
gabc
g˜abc
hcc,01
hbb,01
haa,01hac,01
hab,01hbc,01
gbc gab
gac
g˜bc g˜ab
g˜ac
Figure 8: Coboundary transformation relating the dimension-0 maps and dimension-1
maps in diagram (i) and the dimension-2 maps in diagram (ii) of two principal G -bundles
g, g˜ : NpCˇpUqq Ñ G for G a Lie 2-quasi-groupoid. The notation h´1aab,011 is suggestive; it
denotes the horn filler haab,011 with an arrow between the filled face and its opposite vertex.
Since G is a Kan simplicial manifold, the horn fillers habb,001 and h
´1
aab,011 exist and they
connect the pairs of 1-simplices pgab, hbb,01q and phaa,01, g˜abq. Furthermore, diagram (ii)
of Figure 8 can be understood as the composition of the three tetrahedra with vertices
pg˜c, gc, gb, gaq, pg˜c, g˜b, gb, gaq, and pg˜c, g˜b, g˜a, gaq, as is displayed in Figure 9. In this figure,
hab indicates applying the horn filler habb,001 followed by h
´1
aab,011, respectively.
Remark 3.4. Let us comment on the connection with the weak principal 2-bundles of Jurcˇo
et al. [35]. For this, we need to specialise the above discussion to a Lie 2-quasi-group, or
a Lie 2-quasi-groupoid with a single 0-simplex, G . According to Proposition A.2, G is the
Duskin nerve of a weak Lie 2-group N Ñ M Ñ ˚ and the simplicial map (3.13) can be
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g˜c
g˜c
g˜c
g˜b
g˜b
g˜a
gc
gb
gb
ga
ga
ga
habhbc
gabc
g˜abc
hcc,0
hbb,0
haa,0
gbc gab
gabgac
g˜bc
g˜bc
g˜ab
g˜ac
agab,gbc,hcc,0
hac
a´1gab,hbb,0,g˜bc
ahaa,0,g˜ab,g˜bc
Figure 9: Decomposition of the coboundary transformation relating the dimension-2 maps
of two principal G -bundles g, g˜ : NpCˇpUqq Ñ G for G a Lie 2-quasi-groupoid. The labels hab,
hbc and hac denote squares of two triangles as in diagram (i) of Figure 8.
identified with the cocycle data pnabc,mabq P C8pUa X Ub X Uc,Nq ˆ C8pUa X Ub,Mq of a
weak principal 2-bundle as follows:
gab “ mab with mab : ˚ Ñ ˚ and maa “ id˚ ,
gabc “ pmbc,mac,mab;nabcq with nabc : mab bmbc ñ mac ,
gaab “ pmab,mab, id˚; rmabq with rmab : id˚ bmab ñ mab ,
gabb “ pid˚,mab,mab; lmabq with lmab : mab b id˚ ñ mab ,
gabcd “ pnbcd, nacd, nabd, nabc; amab,mbc,mcdq
with amab,mbc,mcd : pmab bmbcq bmcd ñ mab b pmbc bmcdq
(3.17a)
The existence of the 3-simplex depicted in Figure 7, (iii), reflects the relation
nacd ˝ pnabc b idmcdq “ nabd ˝ pidmab b nbcdq ˝ amab,mbc,mcd . (3.17b)
Likewise, (3.16) are related to a coboundary pnab,maq P C8pUa X Ub,Nq ˆ C8pUa,Mq as
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follows:
nab : mab bmb ñ ma b m˜ab ,
nac ˝ pnabc b idmcq “ pidma b n˜abcq ˝ ama,m˜ab,m˜bc ˝ pnab b idm˜bcq ˝
˝ a´1mab,mb,m˜bc ˝ pidmab b nbcq ˝ amab,mbc,mc ,
(3.18)
where nab is the composition of the simplices h
´1
aab,0 and habb,1, ma :“ haa,0, and mab and
nabc and their tilded versions are given by (3.17a). Notice that the above relations can
directly be read off the diagrams displayed in Figures 8 and 9. Altogether, we found clear
correspondences reproducing the coboundary relations between normalised cocycles of weak
principal 2-bundles as given in [35].
Definition 3.5. For G a Lie quasi-groupoid, a principal G -bundle g : NpCˇpUÑ Xqq Ñ G
is called trivial if and only if it is equivalent to a principal G -bundle g˜ : NpCˇpUÑ Xqq Ñ G
for which g˜pa0¨¨¨appxq “ pdp´10 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ d10 ˝ d00 ˝ g˜0qpx, a0q P Gp for p ě 1.
Consider a morphism of manifolds f : X Ñ Y . Let UY “ 9ŤaPAUa Ñ Y be a cover of
Y and UX :“ f˚ 9ŤaPAUa Ñ X be the cover of X induced by f . Explicitly, f˚ 9ŤaPAUa “Ť
aPAtpa, xq | fpxq P Uau “ 9
Ť
aPAf´1pUaq. Consequently, we have a functor F : CˇpUX Ñ
Xq Ñ CˇpUY Ñ Y q between the corresponding Cˇech groupoids CˇpUX Ñ Xq and CˇpUY Ñ
Y q that sends objects px, aq P CˇpUX Ñ Y q to objects pfpxq, aq P CˇpUY q and morphisms
px, a, bq P CˇpUX Ñ Y q to morphisms pfpxq, a, bq P CˇpUY q, respectively. This enables us to
define the pullback bundle and the restriction.
Definition 3.6. Let f : X Ñ Y be a morphism of manifolds X and Y . Let UY “
9Ť
aPAUa Ñ Y be a cover of Y and UX :“ f˚ 9
Ť
aPAUa Ñ X be the cover of X induced
by f . Furthermore, let F : CˇpUX Ñ Xq Ñ CˇpUY Ñ Y q be the induced functor between
the corresponding Cˇech groupoids and NpF q : NpCˇpUX Ñ Xqq Ñ NpCˇpUY Ñ Y qq the
associated simplicial map between their nerves. For G a Lie quasi-groupoid, the pullback
of a principal G -bundle g : NpC pUY Ñ Y qq Ñ G is the principal G -bundle g ˝ NpF q :
NpC pUX Ñ Xqq Ñ G . We shall also write f˚g for g ˝NpF q.
Definition 3.7. Let f : X Ñ Y be an embedding of a manifold X into a manifold Y . For
G a Lie quasi-groupoid, the restriction of a principal G -bundle over Y to X is its pullback
along f .
3.3. Higher base spaces
An important advantage of our construction of Lie quasi-groupoid bundles is its categorical
nature. This allows us to generalise the base spaces of such bundles to higher or categorified
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spaces. Recall that a 2-space in the sense of [7] is a category internal to Mfd, and in
particular Lie groupoids are examples of 2-spaces.
Notice that already in conventional gauge theory, there is ample motivation for con-
sidering Lie groupoids as base spaces. Consider, for example, a manifold X with a group
action by a group G and suppose we wish to define gauge theory on the orbit space X{G.
This space can be singular, e.g. in the case of orbifolds, which complicates a description
of field theories. Instead, we can switch to gauge theory on the corresponding action Lie
groupoid G ˆX Ñ X, which is a smooth 2-space, were spg, xq :“ x and fpg, xq :“ gx for
all g P G and x P X. Moreover, Lie groupoids are presentations of differentiable stacks and
there is growing interest on field theories on such spaces. Our construction might not yet
be sufficient for an approach to higher gauge theory on differentiable stacks, as it is hard
to see how it would respect Morita equivalence.
The most general model of a higher space fitting our framework is an inner Kan
simplicial manifold, modelling an p8, 1q-category internal to Mfd, as we have already dis-
cussed in Section 2.5. To cover such manifolds, we need the notion of surjective submer-
sions.
Definition 3.8. A surjective submersion of inner Kan simplicial manifolds is a map of
simplicial manifolds given by surjective submersions.
Hence, for surjective submersions of inner Kan simplicial manifolds f : Y Ñ X , we have
surjective submersions fp : Yp Ñ Xp for their corresponding p-simplicial simplices with
p ě 0. As before, we shall refer to a surjective submersion of inner Kan simplicial manifolds
Y Ñ X as a cover of X . Note that sometimes, as, for instance, in the context Segal–
Mitchison cohomology, it is useful to impose further conditions on a cover, cf. [75, 76].
Furthermore, we shall need the corresponding notion of a Cˇech nerve for which we employ
bisimplicial manifolds.
Definition 3.9. A bisimplicial manifold is a functor B : ∆op ˆ∆op Ñ Mfd.
In particular, a bisimplicial manifold consists of pp, qq-simplical simplices with horizontal
and vertical face maps yielding obvious commutative diagrams. Correspondingly, they
can be horizontally or vertically constant and satisfy Kan conditions with respect to hori-
zontal and vertical horns. We shall refer to such bisimplicial manifolds as horizontally or
vertically Kan.
Definition 3.10. The Cˇech nerve Cˇ pY Ñ X q of a surjective submersion f : Y Ñ X
between two inner Kan simplicial manifolds Y and X is the bisimplicial manifold whose
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simplicial pp, qq-simplices are
Cˇp,qpY ÑX q :“ Y rpsq (3.19a)
with
Y rpsq :“ tpy1q , . . . , ypq q P Yq ˆ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆ Yq | fqpy1q q “ . . . “ fqpypq qu . (3.19b)
Note that Cˇp‚,qqpY Ñ X q “ NpCˇpYq Ñ Xqqq, that is, the restriction of Cˇ pY Ñ X q to
the (vertical) simplicial manifolds Cˇp‚,qqpU ÑX q for fixed q ě 0 is the nerve of the Cˇech
groupoid CˇpYq Ñ Xqq for the surjective submersion fq : Yq Ñ Xq. Since the nerve of any
groupoid is always Kan (see Proposition 2.39), it follows that the Cˇech nerve Cˇ pY ÑX q
is always vertically Kan. Hence, all vertical horns have horn fillers. However, since the
simplicial manifold X was not necessarily Kan to begin with, Cˇ pY Ñ X q will not be
horizontally Kan in general (but it will always be inner Kan).
As higher gauge groupoid, we can now either lift the simplicial manifold underlying
a Lie quasi-groupoid to a horizontally constant bisimplicial manifold or we allow for a
more general, bisimplicial manifold which is vertically Kan.12 We generalise our previous
definitions as follows.
Definition 3.11. Let X be an inner Kan simplicial manifold and Y ÑX a fixed cover of
X . For G a vertically Kan bisimplicial manifold, a principal G -bundle over X subordinate
to the cover is a bisimplicial map
g : Cˇ pY ÑX q Ñ G . (3.20)
Two such principal G -bundles g, g˜ are called equivalent if and only if there is a bisimplicial
homotopy between g and g˜.
Notice that the special case of an inner Kan simplical manifold NpT ˚M Ñ Mq was
discussed in [49] using double categories. Our discussion in this section generalises this
picture.
4. Differentiation of Lie quasi-groupoids
In order to endow our Lie quasi-groupoid bundles with connections, we first have to differ-
entiate the structure groupoids to obtain gauge Lie quasi-algebroids. Here, we shall follow
ideas presented by Sˇevera [52]; see also Li [68] for a more detailed picture. The presenta-
tion in [52] is very concise and somewhat abstract, and we give a detailed and constructive
12As an example of the latter possibility we could consider a bisimplicial manifold associated with a
2-nerve of a (Lie) 2-groupoid [77–79].
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derivation that is readily applied to any explicit Lie quasi-groupoid. We then extend this
approach, discussing equivalence relations between Lie quasi-algebroids, from which gauge
transformations of connections on Lie quasi-groupoid bundles can be gleaned.
4.1. Presheaves on the category of supermanifolds
Recall the following canonical definitions, cf. [80] or [81]. All our definitions involving a
grading apply to Z-, Z2, or N-gradings.
Definition 4.1. A graded manifold X is a locally ringed space X “ pXred,SXq where
Xred is a manifold, called the body of X, and SX a sheaf of graded rings, called the
structure sheaf. A function on a graded manifold is a (global) section of the structure sheaf,
and the ring of global sections of the structure sheaf is denoted by C8pXq :“ ΓpX,SXq.
A typical example is the supermanifold Rm|n :“ pRm,SRm b Λ‚Rnq. In general, we
can associate with any vector bundle E over a manifold X the supermanifold ΠE :“
pX,SX bΛ‚Eq. Here, Π denotes the parity changing functor on linear spaces and ΠE is E
with the Graßmann-parity of the fibres reversed. One can show that any real supermanifold
must be of this form [82].
Analogously, we have the N-graded manifold Er1s, where the square brackets rks in-
dicate a shift of the degree of the elements of the relevant linear space by k. In particular,
Er1s is E with degrees of the fibres shifted by 1. As such, it is an N-graded manifold
concentrated in degrees 0 and 1. We can apply a forgetful functor to N- or Z-graded
manifolds, mapping them to supermanifolds.
Definition 4.2. Let X “ pXred,SXq and Y “ pYred,SY q be two graded manifolds. A
morphism of graded manifolds ϕ : X Ñ Y is a pair ϕ “ pφ, ψq, where φ : Xred Ñ Yred is
a morphism of manifolds and ψ : SY Ñ φ˚SX is a local morphism of graded rings between
SY and the zeroth direct image of SX under φ.13
The category of supermanifolds SMfd is the category of Z2-graded manifolds together
with morphisms of Z2-graded manifolds. Furthermore, by virtue of the above definition,
homSMfdpX,Rq Ď C8pXq for any supermanifold X “ pXred,SXq as homSMfdpX,Rq –
ΓpX,Sevq, where Sev is the subsheaf of S generated by even elements of S.
Also recall that a presheaf on a category C is a functor Cop Ñ Set and the set of
presheaves Cˆ on C generalises the objects in C via the embedding C0ãÑCˆ : X ÞÑ homCp´, Xq.
13Let φ : X Ñ Y be a morphism of manifolds and S a sheaf on X. Then, the q-th direct image of S
under φ is the sheaf defined by the presheaf V ÞÑ Hqpφ´1pV q,Sq for V Ď Y .
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We are here interested in certain presheaves arising as parameterised maps. For any X,Y P
SMfd, we have the presheaf hompX,Y q on SMfd, which is defined as
hompX,Y qpZq :“ homSMfdpX ˆ Z, Y q (4.1)
for Z P SMfd. If this presheaf is representable, i.e. hompX,Y q “ homSMfdp´, Zq for some
Z P SMfd, then it is called the internal hom functor.
Following [83, 52], we note that we may identify hompR0|1, Xq with the grade-shifted
tangent bundle T r1sX. To see this, let X and Y be two supermanifolds and choose local
coordinates x “ pxiq on X, let y P Y , and denote the Graßmann-odd generator of S
R0|1 by
θ. Then,
xipy, θq “ x˚ipyq ` ξipyqθ (4.2)
describes an element of hompR0|1, XqpY q. Here, x˚i describes a morphism f : Y Ñ X and
ξi a section Y Ñ f˚T r1sX. This thus establishes the identification hompR0|1, Xq – T r1sX.
Contrarily, homSMfdpR0|1, Xq – X since such maps are fully characterised by a morphism
between the bodies of the supermanifolds, ˚ Ñ X. Generally, we have the following
proposition [52].
Proposition 4.3. Let X P SMfd. Then,
hompR0|n, Xq – pT r1sqnX , (4.3)
where pT r1sqnX is the n-th iterated Graßmann-odd tangent bundle of X.
Explicitly, an element f P hompR0|n, XqpY q is given by the formal series expansion
fpθ1, . . . , θnq “ f˚ `
nÿ
j“1
ÿ
1ďi1ă¨¨¨ăijďn
αi1¨¨¨ijθi1θi2 ¨ ¨ ¨ θij , (4.4)
where the θ1, . . . , θn are the generators of SR0|n , f˚ P homSMfdpY,Xq, and the αi1¨¨¨ij s are
sections of f˚˚pT r1sqjX of degree j in the category of N-graded manifolds and of degree j
mod 2 in the category of supermanifolds.
Note that there is a diagonal action of hompR0|1,R0|1q on R0|n and therefore on f
which lifts the Z2-grading of the individual maps f˚ and αi1¨¨¨ij to a Z-grading and endows
the resulting Z-graded manifold with a differential. We therefore have the following.
Corollary 4.4. For X P SMfd, there is an action of hompR0|1,R0|1q on hompR0|n, Xq –
pT r1sqnX which induces a differential of degree 1 on SpT r1sqnX .
Specifically, we have a differential Q acting on f as in (4.4) according to [52,35]
pQfqpθ1, . . . , θnq :“ d
dε
fpθ1 ` ε, . . . , θn ` εq (4.5)
with ε being Graßmann-odd. This then induces the action on SpT r1sqnX .
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4.2. L8-algebroids
Recall the following definition.
Definition 4.5. A Lie algebroid pX,E, r´,´s, ρq over a manifold X is a vector bundle
E Ñ X together with a Lie bracket r´,´s on its sheaf of sections EX and a morphism of
vector bundles, called the anchor map ρ : E Ñ TX, which is a Lie algebra homomorphism
and satisfies rs1, fs2s “ pρps1qfqs2 ` f rs1, s2s for all f P SXpUq and s1,2 P EXpUq and
U Ď X.
Note that for X “ ˚, a Lie algebroid is simply a Lie algebra. Just as a Lie algebra arises
from differentiating a Lie group, we can differentiate a given Lie groupoid G1 Ñ G0 to a
Lie algebroid
LiepG1 Ñ G0q :“ ker s˚ “ 9
ď
g0PG0Tidg0 t
´1pg0q Ď TG1 , (4.6)
where s˚ and t˚ are the linear maps induced by s and t, the anchor map is given by the
restriction of t˚ to LiepG1 Ñ G0q, and the Lie bracket arises from the Lie bracket on vector
fields. For example, given a manifold Y , we have a trivial surjective submersion Y Ñ ˚.
The corresponding Cˇech groupoid CˇpY Ñ ˚q is the pair groupoid Y ˆ Y Ñ Y of Y and its
Lie algebroid is simply TY . Note, however, that contrary to the case of Lie algebras, there
are Lie algebroids which do not arise from differentiating a Lie groupoid [84].
The description of Lie algebroids that allows for a straightforward categorification and
that we shall use in the following is based on NQ-manifolds [85,86].14
Definition 4.6. An N-manifold is an N0-graded manifold. A homological vector field Q
on an N-manifold is a nilquadratic vector field of degree 1. An N-manifold endowed with
a homological vector field Q is called an NQ-manifold. Morphisms of NQ-manifolds are
morphisms of graded manifolds which respect the action of the respective homological vector
fields.
A simple example of an NQ-manifold is given by the usual Chevalley–Eilenberg description
of a Lie algebra g: the N-manifold is gr1s and Q is the Chevalley–Eilenberg differential.
This is readily generalised to Lie algebroids, which are captured by NQ-manifolds con-
centrated in degrees 0 and 1. Such an NQ-manifold is necessarily a vector bundle15 Er1s Ñ
14In physics terminology, Q would play the role of a BRST operator and the grading corresponds to the
ghost number.
15This is equivalent to saying that such an NQ-manifold is a split supermanifold, which already follows
from results of [82].
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X [86] and in terms of some local coordinates pxiq “ px1, . . . , xmq and pξαq “ pξ1, . . . , ξnq
on the base and on the fibres, respectively, the vector field Q is of the form
Q :“ ´ξαρiαpxq BBxi ´
1
2ξ
αξβfαβ
γpxq BBξγ . (4.7)
Here, ρiαpxq encodes the anchor map ρ and fαβγpxq are the structure functions of a point-
wise Lie bracket on ΓpEq. The condition Q2 “ 0 ensures that the fαβγpxq satisfy the
Jacobi identity, that ρ is a Lie algebra homomorphism, and that the Lie bracket and ρ are
connected via a Leibniz rule.
This motivates the following generalisation, see [85].
Definition 4.7. An n-term L8-algebroid is an NQ-manifold that is concentrated in degrees
0 ď p ď n. If n is arbitrarily large, we shall simply speak of an L8-algebroid. Furthermore,
we shall refer to the degree-0 component of the NQ-manifold as the base of the L8-algebroid.
If the base is trivial, i.e. it consists of a single element, then we have an L8-algebra.
Note that the vector field Q acts on the algebra of functions on an L8-algebroid g, which
we write as
C8pgq “ Sym‚C8pg0qpg_q “ C8pg0q b
`
C ‘ g_1 ‘ pg_2 ‘ g_1 d g_1 q ‘ ¨ ¨ ¨
˘
, (4.8)
where g_ is the dual of g. All of the above straightforwardly generalises to Lie 8-
superalgebroids or L8-superalgebroids using NQ-supermanifolds.
An important example of an NQ-manifold is the iterated grade-shifted tangent bundle
hompR0|n, Xq – pT r1sqnX from Corollary 4.4, where the differential of degree 1 plays the
role of the vector field Q, hence the notation in (4.5).
4.3. 1-jets of Lie quasi-groupoids
Consider the category SurSub of surjective submersions which has surjective submersions
Y Ñ X between supermanifolds Y and X as its objects and maps as its morphisms such
that (Y1,2 Ñ X1,2 are surjective submersions)
Y1 //

Y2

X1 // X2
(4.9)
are commutative. As before, let sSMfd :“ Funp∆op,SMfdq be the category of simplicial
supermanifolds.
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Since the nerve N of the Cˇech groupoid of an object in SurSub is an object of sSMfd,
an object X P sSMfd gives rise to a Set-valued presheaf
homsSMfdpNp´q,X q : SurSubop Ñ Set (4.10)
on SurSub. We are now interested in linearisations of this presheaf, which we shall call
k-jets in analogy with the well-known construction in differential geometry. In particular,
taking the 1-jet of a quasi-groupoid turns out to be the appropriate higher analogue of the
Lie functor, differentiating a Lie group to a Lie algebra.
The linearisation of the presheaf homsSMfdpNp´q,X q is performed by restricting to the
full subcategory SurSubk of SurSub, whose objects are surjective submersions of the form
X ˆR0|k Ñ X. We have
homSurSubkpX1 ˆR0|k Ñ X1, X2 ˆR0|k Ñ X2q –
– homSMfdpX1, X2q ˆ homSMfdpX1 ˆR0|k,R0|kq ,
(4.11)
which follows from the fact that for any two trivial fibrations X1,2 ˆ E1,2 Ñ X1,2, a fibre-
preserving map φ : X1 ˆ E1 Ñ X2 ˆ E2 is of the form
φ : px1, f1q ÞÑ px2, f2q :“ pφ1px1q, φ2px1, f1qq (4.12)
for φ1 P homSMfdpX1, X2q and φ2 P homSMfdpX1 ˆ E1, E2q.
Because of the identification (4.11), a presheaf on SurSubk can equivalently be described
by a presheaf on SMfd together with an action of hompR0|k,R0|kq. Let us denote SMfd
together with an action by hompR0|k,R0|kq by SMfdk. For instance, SMfd1 is the category
of NQ-supermanifolds since the action of hompR0|1,R0|1q corresponds to the action of the
vector field Q. We then give the following definition [52].
Definition 4.8. Given a presheaf on SurSub, its restriction to SurSubk yields a presheaf
on SMfdk which we call the k-jet of the presheaf on SurSub. The k-jet of a simplicial
supermanifold X is the k-jet of the presheaf homsSMfdpNp´q,X q.
As stated above, we are particularly interested in the k-jets of a Lie n-quasi-groupoid
G , and Sˇevera showed in [52], that the k-jets of G are representable as presheaves on
SMfd for every k P N, that is, they are of the form homSMfdp´, Zq for some Z P SMfd. Our
constructive proof of this is given by an explicit construction of the supermanifold Z, which
we explain in great detail for k “ 1. As we shall see, Z carries an action of hompR0|1,R0|1q,
which induces the structure of a differential graded manifold. The resulting NQ-manifold
is then the L8-algebroid of the Lie n-quasi-groupoid G .
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Let G be a Lie n-quasi-groupoid. The 1-jet of G corresponds to a functor from SMfdop to
G -valued descent data with respect to surjective submersions XˆR0|1 Ñ X for X P SMfd.
Equivalently, we have a principal G -bundle over X subordinate to the cover XˆR0|1 Ñ X
given in terms of a simplicial map g : NpCˇpX ˆR0|1 Ñ Xqq Ñ G , cf. Definition 3.5. Note
that the fibred products of X ˆR0|1 Ñ X are given by
pX ˆR0|1q ˆX pX ˆR0|1q ˆX ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆX pX ˆR0|1qlooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooomooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooooon
n´times
– X ˆR0|n , (4.13)
and therefore we have NppCˇpXˆR0|1 Ñ Xqq – XˆR0|p`1 with face and degeneracy maps
fpi px, θ0, θ1, . . . , θpq :“ px, θ0, . . . , θi´1, θi`1, . . . , θpq ,
dpi px, θ0, θ1, . . . , θpq :“ px, θ0, . . . , θi´1, θi, θi, . . . , θpq
(4.14)
with x P X and θi P R0|1 for i P t0, . . . , pu. Thus, the simplicial map g consists of
maps gp P hompR0|p`1,Gpq which, when evaluated on a supermanifold X, have a formal
expansion
gppx, θ0, . . . , θpq “ g˚ppxq `
pÿ
j“0
ÿ
0ďi0ăi1ă¨¨¨ăijďp
γpi0i1¨¨¨ij pxqθi0θi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ θij . (4.15)
Recall from our discussion in Section 4.1 that the coefficients γpi0¨¨¨ij pxq P pT r1sqp`1Gp are
of degree j` 1; for instance, for p “ 0, we have g0px, θ0q “ g˚0pxq` γ00pxqθ0 with g˚0pxq P G0
and γ00pxq P Tg˚0pxqr1sG0. In the following, we shall refer to γp012¨¨¨ppxq as the top component
of gp.
We are now ready to construct g : NpCˇpX ˆ R0|1 Ñ Xq Ñ G recursively, following
Sˇevera [52]. We start by defining the truncation Z pkq of NpCˇpX ˆ R0|1 Ñ Xqq at the
simplicial k-simplices as follows:
Z p0q “ tpx, 0, . . . , 0loomoon
r0´times
q | r0 P N0u ,
Z p1q “ tpx, θ0, . . . , θ0loooomoooon
r0´times
, 0, . . . , 0loomoon
r1´times
q | r0, r1 P N0u ,
Z p2q “ tpx, θ0, . . . , θ0loooomoooon
r0´times
, θ1, . . . , θ1loooomoooon
r1´times
, 0, . . . , 0loomoon
r2´times
q | r0, r1, r2 P N0u ,
...
(4.16)
This yields a filtration of simplicial sets Z p0q Ď Z p1q Ď ¨ ¨ ¨ Ď NpCˇpX ˆR0|1 Ñ Xqq which
we can use to iteratively construct simplicial maps gpkq : Z pkq Ñ G with
gpkq
ˇˇ
Z pk´1q “ gpk´1q
ˇˇ
Z pk´1q (4.17)
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that converge towards g. The form of the Z pkq implies that the gpkq are completely fixed
by16
gpkqpθ0, θ1, . . . , θk´1, 0q “ g˚pkq `
k´1ÿ
j“0
ÿ
0ďi0ăi1ă¨¨¨ăijďk´1
γ
pkq
i0i1¨¨¨ijθi0θi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ θij , (4.18)
since the maps on all higher-dimensional and lower-dimensional simplicial simplices follow
from the application of appropriate degeneracy and face maps. Because of (4.17), all the
coefficients in (4.18) apart from the top component are fixed by the lower level maps gp0q,
gp1q, . . ., and gpk´1q.
Given the maps gpkq, we readily derive the component maps of the simplicial map g as
gppθ0, . . . , θpq “ pfp`1p`1 ˝ gpp`1qqpθ0, . . . , θp, 0q . (4.19)
Recall from Corollary 4.4 that pT r1sqp`1Gp is endowed with the homological vector field
Q,
Qgpkqpx, θ0, . . . , θjq :“ d
dε
gpkqpx, θ0 ` ε, . . . , θj ` εq . (4.20)
It is therefore convenient to change coordinates on Z pkq according to
θˆ0 :“ θ0 ´ θ1 , θˆ1 :“ θ1 ´ θ2 , . . . , θˆk´1 :“ θk´1 ´ θk , θˆk :“ θk , (4.21)
since then the ε-shift will occur only in θˆk. Correspondingly, (4.15) becomes
gpkqpθ0, θ1, . . . , θk´1, 0q “ gpkq
`
θ0pθˆ0, . . . , θˆkq, . . . , θppθˆ0, . . . , θˆkq
˘ “
“ g˚pkq `
k´1ÿ
j“0
ÿ
0ďi0ăi1ă¨¨¨ăijďk´1
γˆ
pkq
i0i1¨¨¨ij θˆi0 θˆi1 ¨ ¨ ¨ θˆij .
(4.22)
Explicitly, the expansions of the gpkq for k “ 0, 1, 2 read as
gp0qpθ0q “ g˚p0q ` γˆp0q0 θ0 ,
gp1qpθ0, θ1q “ g˚p1q ` γˆp1q0 pθ0 ´ θ1q ` γˆp1q1 θ1 ` γˆp1q01 θ0θ1 ,
gp2qpθ0, θ1, θ2q “ g˚p2q ` γˆp2q0 pθ0 ´ θ1q ` γˆp2q1 pθ1 ´ θ2q ` γˆp2q2 θ2`
` γˆp2q01 pθ0θ1 ´ θ0θ2 ` θ1θ2q ` γˆp1q02 pθ0θ2 ´ θ1θ2q ` γˆp2q012θ0θ1θ2 .
(4.23)
Let us now discuss the constructing of the low gpkq in detail, also in view of later
applications, and then come to the general case.
At zeroth level, gp0q : Z p0q Ñ G0 is fixed by
gp0qp0q :“ g˚ P G0 (4.24)
Hence, gp0q is parametrised by G0.
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gp1qp0q
“ gp0qp0q
gp1qp0q
“ gp0qp0q g
p1qpθ0q
gp1qpθ0,0q
Figure 10: Construction of gp1qpθ0, 0q. The horn to the left, given by data constructed at
level zero, can be filled as shown on the right due to the Kan property.
At first level, the simplicial set Z p1q consists of simplicial simplices with tuples of the
form pθ0, . . . , θ0, 0, . . . , 0q. Here, (4.17) amounts to
gp1qp0, . . . , 0q “ gp0qp0, . . . , 0q “ g˚ . (4.25)
Since G is a Kan simplicial manifold, we can fill all horns and, in particular, we can fill the
horn gp1qp0q by a simplicial 1-simplex,
gp1qpθ0, 0q “ d00pgp0qp0qq ` α1θ0 “ d00p˚gq ` α1θ0 with α1 P kerpf10˚qr1s , (4.26)
cf. Figure 10. Here, f10˚ denotes the linearisation of f10 at d00p˚gq.17 The expansion (4.26)
follows directly from (4.18) together with the fact that gp1q is a simplicial map and
d00p˚gq “ gp0qp0, 0q “ gp1qp0, 0q ,
g˚ “ gp0qp0q “ gp1qp0q “ pf10 ˝ gp1qqpθ, 0q “ g˚ ` f10˚pα1qθ0 .
(4.27)
Altogether, gp1q is parametrised by
Ť
g˚PG0
 `˚
g, kerpf10˚qr1s
˘(
.
gp2qp0q
“ gp0qp0q
gp2qpθ1q
“ gp1qpθ1q
gp2qpθ0q
“ gp1qpθ0qgp2qpθ0,0q
“ gp1qpθ0,0q
gp2qpθ1,0q
“ gp1qpθ1,0q
gp2qp0q
“ gp0qp0q
gp2qpθ1q
“ gp1qpθ1q
gp2qpθ0q
“ gp1qpθ0q
gp2qpθ1,0q
“ gp1qpθ1,0q g
p2qpθ0,θ1q
gp2qpθ0,0q
“ gp1qpθ0,0q
gp2qpθ0,θ1,0q
Figure 11: Construction of gp2qpθ0, θ1q. The horn to the left, given by data constructed at
levels zero and one, can be filled according to the right due to the Kan property.
At second level, the simplicial set Z p2q consists of simplicial simplices with tuples of
the form pθ0, . . . , θ0, θ1, . . . , θ1, 0, . . . , 0q. From (4.17), we have
gp2qpθ0, . . . , θ0, 0, . . . , 0q “ gp1qpθ0, . . . , θ0, 0, . . . , 0q . (4.28)
16Here, we have suppressed the x-dependence and we shall continue doing so in the following.
17For brevity, we shall mostly write fpi˚ instead of f
p
i˚|pdp´10 ˝¨¨¨˝d00qp˚gq in the following and likewise for the
degeneracy maps.
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The horn depicted to the left in Figure 11 can now be filled by a simplicial 2-simplex
gp2qpθ0, θ1, 0q “ g˚p2q ` γˆp2q0 pθ0 ´ θ1q ` γˆp2q1 θ1 ` γˆp2q01 θ0θ1 . (4.29)
All components except for the top component are restricted, because
gp2qpθ0, θ1, 0q “ gp2qpθ0, 0, 0q ` gp2qpθ1, θ1, 0q ´ gp2qpθ1, 0, 0q ` γˆp2q01 θ0θ1
“ pd11 ˝ gp1qqpθ0, 0q ` pd10 ˝ gp1qqpθ1, 0q ´ pd11 ˝ gp1qqpθ1, 0q ` γˆp2q01 θ0θ1
“ pd10 ˝ d00qp˚gq ` d11˚pα1qpθ0 ´ θ1q ` d10˚pα1qθ1 ` γˆp2q01 θ0θ1 .
(4.30)
The top component γˆ
p2q
01 is not completely arbitrary: since the action of all face maps f
2
i
with i ă 2 on gp2qpθ0, θ1, 0q is fixed by gp2q being simplicial, the expressions f2i˚pγˆp2q01 q are
fixed by Hessians of the maps f2i for i ă 2. Thus, the remaining freedom in choosing
γˆ
p2q
01 is an element α2 P kerpf20˚qr2s X kerpf21˚qr2s. In summary, gp2q is parametrised byŤ
g˚PG0
 `˚
g, kerpf10˚qr1s, kerpf20˚qr2s X kerpf21˚qr2s
˘(
.
This step of constructing gp2q from gp1q is iterated as follows. The first term
ρ
p3q
0 pθ0, θ1, θ2q :“ gp3qpθ0, θ1, 0, 0q “ pd22 ˝ gp2qqpθ0, θ1, 0q (4.31a)
agrees with gp3qpθ0, θ1, θ2, 0q up to terms proportional to θ2. We want the next term to
contribute these missing terms up to terms proportional to θ1θ2. We use the trivial formula
fp0, θq ´ fp0, 0q “ fpθ, θq ´ fpθ, 0q to rewrite
ρ
p3q
1 pθ0, θ1, θ2q :“ gp3qpθ0, 0, θ2, 0q ´ gp3qpθ0, 0, 0, 0q
“ gp3qpθ0, θ2, θ2, 0q ´ gp3qpθ0, θ2, 0, 0q
“
1ÿ
i“0
p´1qi`1pd22´i ˝ gp2qqpθ0, θ2, 0q .
(4.31b)
The last term contributes missing terms proportional to θ1θ2 up to terms proportional to
θ0θ1θ2. We use again our above formula and obtain
ρ
p3q
2 pθ0, θ1, θ2q :“ gp3qp0, θ1, θ2, 0q ´ gp3qp0, 0, θ2, 0q ´ pgp3qp0, θ1, 0, 0q ´ gp3qp0, 0, 0, 0qq
“ gp3qpθ1, θ1, θ2, 0q ´ gp3qpθ1, 0, θ2, 0q ´ pgp3qp0, θ1, 0, 0q ´ gp3qp0, 0, 0, 0qq
“
2ÿ
i“0
p´1qipd22´i ˝ gp2qqpθ1, θ2, 0q ´ pd21 ˝ gp2qqpθ1, 0, 0q´
´ pd22 ˝ gp2qqp0, θ1, 0q ` pd22 ˝ gp2qqp0, 0, 0q
“
2ÿ
i“0
p´1qipd22´i ˝ gp2qqpθ1, θ2, 0q ´ pd20 ˝ gp2qqpθ1, 0, 0q .
(4.31c)
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Altogether, we find
gp3qpθ0, θ1, θ2, 0q “ ρp3q0 pθ0, θ1, θ2q ` ρp3q1 pθ0, θ1, θ2q ` ρp3q2 pθ0, θ1, θ2q ` γˆp3q012θ0θ1θ2 , (4.31d)
where the action of the face maps f3i with i ď 2 on gp3qpθ0, θ1, θ2, 0q is fixed, which determ-
ines the top component γˆ
p3q
012 up to an element of α3 P
Ş2
i“0 kerpf3i˚qr3s. These observations
are generalised to the following lemma.
Lemma 4.9. We have
gpk`1qpθ0, θ1, . . . , θk, 0q “
kÿ
i“0
ρ
pk`1q
i pθ0, θ1, . . . , θkq ` γˆpk`1q0¨¨¨k θ0 ¨ ¨ ¨ θk , (4.32a)
where
ρ
pk`1q
0 pθ0, . . . , θkq :“ pdkk ˝ gpkqqpθ0, . . . , θk´1, 0q ,
ρ
pk`1q
1 pθ0, . . . , θkq :“
1ÿ
i“0
p´1qi`1pdkk´i ˝ gpkqqpθ0, . . . , θk´2, θk, 0q ,
ρ
pk`1q
2 pθ0, . . . , θkq :“
1ÿ
i“0
p´1qipdkk´i ˝ gpkqqpθ0, . . . , θk´3, θk´2, 0q´
´ pdkk´2 ˝ gpkqqpθ0, . . . , θk´3, θk´2, 0, 0q ,
...
(4.32b)
Moreover, γˆ
pk`1q
0¨¨¨k is fixed by the m-th order derivatives of the maps f
k`1
i for 2 ď m ď k`1,
fk`1i˚ pγˆpk`1q0¨¨¨k q “: βk`1i pγˆp0q0 , . . . , γˆpkq0¨¨¨pk´1qq , (4.33)
where βk`1i contains all these derivatives.18 Hence, the freedom in choosing γˆ
pk`1q
0¨¨¨k is an
element αk`1 P Şki“0 kerpfk`1i˚ qrk ` 1s.
A direct consequence of this lemma and our previous discussion is the following theorem.
Theorem 4.10. Let G be a Lie quasi-groupoid. Define σp : G0 Ñ Gp for p ě 1 by
σp :“ dp´10 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ d10 ˝ d00 and set KerG rps|σp p˚gq :“
Şp´1
i“0 kerpfpi˚|σp p˚gqqrps for some g˚ P G0,
where fpi˚|σp p˚gq denotes the linearisation of fpi : Gp Ñ Gp´1 at σpp˚gq. The 1-jet of G is
parametrised by
LiepG q :“
ą
pPN
σp˚KerG rps Ñ G0 . (4.34)
Moreover, a simplicial map g : NpCˇpX ˆR0|1 Ñ Xqq Ñ G has restrictions to p-simplices
gppθ0, . . . , θpq “ pfp`1p`1 ˝ gpp`1qqpθ0, . . . , θp, 0q , (4.35)
where the maps gpp`1qpθ0, . . . , θp, 0q are given by (4.32).
18We shall discuss the terms βk`1i more explicitly for Lie quasi-2-groups in Section 4.4.
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If G is a Lie n-quasi-groupoid (i.e. all p-horn fillers for p ě n are unique) then the horn
filler gpn`1qpθ0, . . . , θn, 0q of the horn gpn`1qpθ0, . . . , θnq is unique, and, consequently, γˆpn`1q0¨¨¨n
is fully determined by tγˆp0q0 , . . . , γˆpnq0¨¨¨pn´1qu. This implies that (4.34) reduces to
LiepG q “
nà
p“1
σp˚KerG rps Ñ G0 . (4.36)
Remark 4.11. Note that given a simplicial set X , we can construct a complex Cp :“Şp´1
i“0 kerpfpi q with differential B|Cp :“ fpp satisfying B|Cp ˝ B|Cp`1 “ 0. In order to have a
well-defined cohomology theory, we restrict ourselves to a simplicial group X , cf. Example
2.27 and Remark 2.41. The resulting complex is then known as the Moore complex of X .
For example, the Moore complexes of the nerves of a semistrict Lie 2-algebra and of a strict
2-group are the categorically equivalent 2-term L8-algebra and crossed module of groups,
respectively.
For fixed g˚ P G0, the moduli space LiepG q from Theorem 4.10 together with the differ-
ential
Bp :“ fpp˚|σp p˚gq : KerG rps|σp p˚gq Ñ KerG rp´ 1s|σp´1 p˚gq (4.37)
is the Moore complex of the (Abelian) simplicial group
Ť
pPNpT r1sqpσp p˚gqGp.
The Moore complex LiepG q is augmented to an L8-algebroid by the homological vector
field Q, see (4.20), corresponding to the induced action of hompR0|1,R0|1q on LiepG q.
Proposition 4.12. The moduli space LiepG q from Theorem 4.10 becomes an NQ-manifold,
that is, an L8-algebroid, when endowed with the homological vector field
Qg˚ “ ´f11˚pα1q and Qαp “ ´fp`1p`1˚pαp`1q ´Rp`1pα1, . . . , αpq (4.38)
for g˚ P G0 and αp P KerG rps|σp p˚gq and p ě 1. Here Rp`1, contains all m-th order derivatives
of fp`1p`1 for 2 ď m ď p`1 and all n-th order derivatives of fk`1i for i ď k and 2 ď n ď k`1
and 1 ď k ď p. We call LiepG q the L8-algebroid of the Lie quasi-groupoid G . If G0 is
trivial, we obtain the L8-algebra of the Lie quasi-group G .
Proof: Note that equation (4.32) implies that
gpp`1qpθ0, θ1, . . . , θp, 0q “ pdpp ˝ gppqqpθ0, . . . , θp´1, 0q ` p¨ ¨ ¨ ` γˆpp`1q0¨¨¨p θ0 ¨ ¨ ¨ θp´1qθp . (4.39)
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Consequently,
gppθ0, . . . , θpq “ pfp`1p`1 ˝ gpp`1qqpθ0, . . . , θp, 0q
“ gppqpθ0, . . . , θp´1, 0q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
` “fp`1p`1˚pγˆpp`1q0...p q ` Rˆp`1pγˆp0q0 , . . . , γˆpkq0¨¨¨pk´1qq‰θ0 ¨ ¨ ¨ θp
“ σpp˚gq ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` αˆpθˆ0 ¨ ¨ ¨ θˆp´1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨ `
` “fp`1p`1˚pγˆpp`1q0...p q ` Rˆp`1pγˆp0q0 , . . . , γˆpkq0¨¨¨pk´1qq‰θˆ0 ¨ ¨ ¨ θˆp , (4.40)
where Rˆp`1 contains all m-th derivatives of fp`1p`1 for 2 ď m ď p ` 1 and σp was defined
in Theorem 4.10. Therefore, the hompR0|1,R0|1q-action on gppθ0, . . . , θpq given in (4.20)
reads as
Qg˚ “ ´f11˚pα1q and Qαˆp “ ´fp`1p`1˚pγˆpp`1q0...p q ´ Rˆp`1pγˆp0q0 , . . . , γˆpkq0¨¨¨pk´1qq . (4.41)
Upon solving the linear equations (4.33), we write γˆ
pkq
0...k´1 (for 1 ď k ď p ` 1) as a linear
combination of αk P Şk´1i“0 kerpfki˚qrks and additional terms which depend on the higher
derivatives of the face maps fki evaluated on tα1, . . . , αk´1u. We may thus write
Qg˚ “ ´f11˚pα1q and Qαp “ ´fp`1p`1˚pαp`1q ´Rp`1pα1, . . . , αpq , (4.42)
where the higher derivative terms fki have been absorbed into Rp`1. l
Remark 4.13. In general, we may define µ1pαpq :“ fpp˚pαpq, and Rp`1 will decompose as
Rp`1pα1, . . . , αpq “
pÿ
j“1
ÿ
i1`¨¨¨`ij“p
0ăi1ď¨¨¨ďij
1
j!
µjpαi1 , . . . , αij q , (4.43)
where the µj encode the homotopy products of the underlying L8-algebra. We shall derive
µ2 and µ3 explicitly below in the case of a Lie quasi-2-group.
Proposition 4.14. Our definition of the L8-algebra of a Lie quasi-group extends that of
the Lie algebra of a Lie group.
Proof: If G “  ¨ ¨ ¨ ÝÑÝÑÝÑÝÑ G ˆ G ÝÑÝÑÝÑ G ÝÑÝÑ ˚( is the nerve of the delooping BG of a Lie group
G with 1G “ d00p˚q “ σ1p˚q, then the moduli space of Theorem 4.10 reads as
LiepG q “ σ1˚ KerG r1s Ñ ˚ “ kerpf10 |σ1p˚qqr1s “ T1GGr1s “ LiepGqr1s . (4.44)
The simplicial map g is fully determined by its component g1pθ0, θ1q “ f22gp2qpθ0, θ1, 0q,
which reads as
g1pθ0, θ1q “ f22gp2qpθ0, θ1, 0q
“ f22
`pd10 ˝ d00qp˚q ` d11˚pα1qpθ0 ´ θ1q ` d10˚pα1qθ1 ` γˆp2q01 θ0θ1˘
“ 1G ` α1pθ0 ´ θ1q ` 12µ2pα1, α1qθ0θ1 ,
(4.45)
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where we used the simplicial identities (2.5) and equation (4.43) to rewrite the coefficient
of θ0θ1. Proposition 4.12 then states that
Qα1 “ ´R2pα1, α1q “ ´12µ2pα1, α1q , (4.46)
and we recover the homological vector field of the Chevalley–Eilenberg description of the
Lie algebra LiepGq of the Lie group G.
4.4. The L8-algebra of a Lie quasi-2-group
To complement our general discussion, let us look at the concrete example of a Lie quasi-
2-group, cf. Remark 3.4. Our findings will relate to those of [35], where a semistrict Lie
2-group was differentiated to a 2-term L8-algebra. Our construction here, based on the
language of simplicial manifolds, is significantly more straightforward and systematic than
that the latter, which employed weak 2-categories.
A Lie quasi-2-group G has only one simplicial 0-simplex in G , which we shall denote
by ˚ in the following. Moreover, the k-horn fillers of G are unique for k ě 3, which implies
that the simplicial map g : NpCˇpX ˆ R0|1 Ñ Xq Ñ G is completely fixed by the maps
gpkq : Z pkq Ñ G with k ă 3. Let us compute these maps in the following. We start with a
lemma.
Lemma 4.15. For a Graßmann-even function g “ a` aiθˆi ` 12aij θˆiθˆj ` 13!aijkθˆiθˆj θˆk, we
have
f ˝ g “ fpaq ` f 1paqaiθi ` 12 rf 1paqaij ´ f2paqaiajsθˆiθˆj `
` 13! rf 1paqaijk ´ f2paqpaijak ` ajkai ` akiajq ` f3paqaiajaksθˆiθˆj θˆk ,
(4.47)
where f is another Graßmann-even function.
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Using this lemma and Theorem 4.10, we readily derive the relevant maps gpkq:
gp0qp0q “ ˚
gp1qpθ0, 0q “ d00pgp0qp0qq ` α1θ0
“ σ0p˚q ` α1θˆ0 ,
gp2qpθ0, θ1, 0q “ pd11 ˝ gp1qqpθ0, 0q ` pd10 ˝ gp1qqpθ1, 0q ´ pd11 ˝ gp1qqpθ1, 0q ` γˆp2q01 θ0θ1
“ σ1p˚q ` d11˚pα1qθˆ0 ` d10˚pα1qθˆ1 ` γˆp2q01 θˆ0θˆ1 ,
gp3qpθ0, θ1, θ2, 0q “ pd22 ˝ gp2qqpθ0, θ1, 0q `
1ÿ
i“0
p´1qi`1pd22´i ˝ gp2qqpθ0, θ2, 0q`
`
2ÿ
i“0
p´1qipd22´i ˝ gp2qqpθ1, θ2, 0q ´ pd20 ˝ gp2qqpθ1, 0, 0q ` γˆp3q012θ0θ1θ2
“ σ2p˚q ` pd22 ˝ d11q˚pα1qθˆ0 ` pd22 ˝ d10q˚pα1qθˆ1 ` pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qθˆ2`
` “d22˚pγˆp2q01 q ` IId22pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq‰θˆ0θˆ1`
` “d21˚pγˆp2q01 q ` IId21pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq‰θˆ0θˆ2`
` “d20˚pγˆp2q01 q ` IId20pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq‰θˆ1θˆ2 ` γˆp3q012θˆ0θˆ1θˆ2 ,
(4.48a)
where
f2i˚pγˆp2q01 q ` IIf2i pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq “ 0 for i ă 2 (4.48b)
and
f3i˚pγˆp3q012q ` IIIf3i ppd22 ˝ d11q˚pα1q, pd22 ˝ d10q˚pα1q, pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq´
´ IIf3i pd22˚pγˆ
p2q
01 ` IId22pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq´
´ IIf3i pd21˚pγˆ
p2q
01 ` IId21pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd22 ˝ d11q˚pα1qq`
` IIf3i pd20˚pγˆ
p2q
01 ` IId20pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd22 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq “ 0 for i ă 3 .
(4.48c)
Here, IIf indicates the second derivative (Hessian) of f and IIIf the third derivative.
We now use again the notation introduced in (4.33) and write (4.48b) as f2i˚pγˆp2q01 q “ β2i .
Then (4.48b) is solved by
γˆ
p2q
01 “ α2 ` d10˚pβ20q ` d11˚pβ21 ´ β20q (4.49)
with α2 P kerpf20˚qr2s X kerpf21˚qr2s. Likewise, after writing (4.48c) as f3i˚pγˆp3q012q “ β3i and
inserting (4.49) into β3i , we solve (4.48b) by
γˆ
p3q
012 “ d20˚pβ30q ` d21˚pβ31 ´ β30q ` d22˚
`
β32 ´ β31 ` β30 ´ pd10 ˝ f21q˚pβ30q
˘
. (4.50)
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The parameters α1 and α2 fix the simplicial map g completely, and the moduli space LiepG q
is
LiepG q “ kerpf10˚|σ1p˚qqr1s ‘ kerpf20˚|σ2p˚qqr2s X kerpf21˚|σ2p˚qqr2s . (4.51)
We can now derive the expansion of the simplicial map g from the gpkq using (4.35) and
f11˚pα1q “ 0. We have
g0pθ0q “ pf11 ˝ gp1qqpθ0, 0q “ ˚ ,
g1pθ0, θ1q “ pf22 ˝ gp2qqpθ0, θ1, 0q
“ σ0p˚q ` α1pθ0 ´ θ1q `
“
µ1pα2q ` 12µ2pα1, α1q
‰
θ0θ1 ,
g2pθ0, θ1, θ2q “ pf33 ˝ gp3qqpθ0, θ1, θ2, 0q
“ σ1p˚q ` ¨ ¨ ¨ ` γˆp2q01 θˆ0θˆ1 ` ¨ ¨ ¨`
` “f33˚pγˆp3q012q ` IIIf33 ppd22 ˝ d11q˚pα1q, pd22 ˝ d10q˚pα1q, pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq´
´ IIf33 pd22˚pγˆ
p2q
01 ` IId22pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq´
´ IIf33 pd21˚pγˆ
p2q
01 ` IId21pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd22 ˝ d11q˚pα1qq`
` IIf33 pd20˚pγˆ
p2q
01 ` IId20pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd22 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq
‰
θˆ0θˆ1θˆ2 ,
(4.52a)
where
µ1pα2q :“ f22˚pα2q ,
1
2µ2pα1, α1q :“ d10˚
`
IIf22
`
d10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1q
˘˘´ d10˚`IIf20 `d10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1q˘˘´
´ d11˚
`
IIf21
`
d10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1q
˘˘` d11˚`IIf20 `d10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1q˘˘
(4.52b)
and we listed only the terms relevant to us in the following.
Using Proposition 4.12 together with (4.20), we immediately infer from (4.52a) that
Qα1 “ ´µ1pα2q ´ 12µ2pα1, α1q . (4.53)
as well as
Qγˆ
p2q
01 “ ´f33˚pγˆp3q012q ´ IIIf33 ppd22 ˝ d11q˚pα1q, pd22 ˝ d10q˚pα1q, pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq`
` IIf33 pd22˚pγˆ
p2q
01 ` IId22pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq`
` IIf33 pd21˚pγˆ
p2q
01 ` IId21pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd22 ˝ d11q˚pα1qq´
´ IIf33 pd20˚pγˆ
p2q
01 ` IId20pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd22 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq
(4.54)
by virtue of Proposition 4.12 together with (4.20). Upon substituting (4.48b) and (4.48c)
into this equation and using (4.53), we obtain
Qα2 “ ´µ2pα1, α2q ´ 13!µ3pα1, α1, α1q (4.55a)
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with
µ2pα1, α2q :“
”
d00˚pQβ20q ` d11˚pQβ21 ´Qβ20q ` pf33 ˝ d20q˚pβ30q ` pf33 ˝ d21q˚pβ31 ´ β30q`
` β32 ´ β31 ` β30 ´ pd10 ˝ f21q˚pβ30q
ıˇˇˇ
α1α2
´ IIf33 pd22˚pα2q, pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq´
´ IIf33 pd22˚pα2q, pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq ` IIf33 pd22˚pα2q, pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq ,
(4.55b)
and
1
3!µ3pα1, α1, α1q :“
“
d00˚pQβ20q ` d11˚pQβ21 ´Qβ20q ` pf33 ˝ d20q˚pβ30q`
` pf33 ˝ d21q˚pβ31 ´ β30q ` β32 ´ β31 ` β30 ´ pd10 ˝ f21q˚pβ30q
‰ˇˇ
α1α1α1
`
` IIIf33 ppd22 ˝ d11q˚pα1q, pd22 ˝ d10q˚pα1q, pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq´
´ IIf33 pd22˚pd10˚pβ20q ` d11˚pβ21 ´ β20q ` IId22pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd20 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq´
´ IIf33 pd21˚pd10˚pβ20q ` d11˚pβ21 ´ β20q ` IId22pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd22 ˝ d11q˚pα1qq`
` IIf33 pd20˚pd10˚pβ20q ` d11˚pβ21 ´ β20q ` IId22pd10˚pα1q, d11˚pα1qq, pd22 ˝ d10q˚pα1qq .
(4.55c)
Here, the abbreviation r¨ ¨ ¨ sα1α2 stands for terms only involving expressions containing one
α1 and one α2. Likewise, r¨ ¨ ¨ sα1α1α1 stands for terms only involving expressions containing
three α1. For instance,
rQβ2i s|α1α2 “ IIf2i pd10 pµ1pα2qq, d11˚pα1qq ´ IIf2i pd10˚pα1q, d11 pµ1pα2qqq ,
rQβ2i s|α1α1α1 “ 12 IIf2i pd10 pµ2pα1, α1qq, d11˚pα1qq ´ 12 IIf2i pd10˚pα1q, d11 pµ2pα1, α1qqq .
(4.55d)
l
We summarise our results in the following theorem.
Theorem 4.16. Let G be a Lie quasi-2-group. The moduli space LiepG q then is
LiepG q “ kerpf10˚|σ1p˚qqr1s ‘ kerpf20˚|σ2p˚qqr2s X kerpf21˚|σ2p˚qqr2s , (4.56)
which is endowed with a homological vector field Q whose evaluation on elements α1 P
kerpf10˚|σ1p˚qqr1s and α2 P kerpf20˚|σ2p˚qqr2s X kerpf21˚|σ2p˚qqr2s reads as
Qα1 “ ´µ1pα2q ´ 12µ2pα1, α1q ,
Qα2 “ ´µ2pα1, α2q ´ 13!µ3pα1, α1, α1q ,
(4.57)
where the µi are given in (4.52b) and (4.55).
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4.5. Equivalences between descent data
Since the L8-algebroid of a Lie quasi-groupoid G is given by the moduli space of G -
valued descent data for a principal G -bundle subordinate to the surjective submersions
X ˆR0|1 Ñ X, it is natural to study the gauge equivalence relations between such data
according to Definition 3.3. The descent data is given by simplicial maps and therefore
the gauge equivalence relations will take the form of simplicial homotopies. We are partic-
ularly interested in the effect of gauge transformations on the moduli describing the L8-
algebroid. Specifically, given two equivalent descent data parametrised by t˚g, α1, α2, . . .u
and t˜˚g, α˜1, α˜2, . . .u, we seek to understand the explicit relation between the two. This rela-
tion can be used to infer finite gauge transformation of connections on Lie quasi-groupoid
bundles, which we shall discuss in Section 5.
Let Z be the simplicial manifold with simplicial p-simplices Zp “ X ˆ R0|p`1. Ac-
cording to Definition 2.16, a simplicial homotopy between two simplicial maps g, g˜ P
homsSMfdpZ ,G q, is an element h P homsSMfdpZ ˆ∆1,G q such that hpzp, p0, . . . , 0qq “ gpzpq
and hpzp, p1, . . . , 1qq “ g˜pzpq for all simplicial p-simplices zp P Zp for p ě 0. By Lemma
2.14 and Remark 2.15, we have
homsSMfdpZ ˆ∆1,G q – homsSMfdpZ , homp∆1,G qq . (4.58)
By virtue of the discussion in the previous section, simplicial homotopies are thus para-
metrised by the 1-jet of homp∆1,G q. Furthermore, by Lemma 2.42 and Remark 2.15,
homp∆1,G q is a Lie quasi-groupoid, and, consequently, we can make direct use of Theorem
4.10. Specifically, we arrive at the following result, suppressing again the dependence on
X in all formulæ.
Corollary 4.17. For p ě 1, define σp : hom0p∆1,G q Ñ hompp∆1,G q by σp :“ dp´10 ˝
¨ ¨ ¨˝d10˝d00 and set Kerhomp∆1,G qrps|σppc0q :“
Şp´1
i“0 kerpfpi˚|σppc0qqrps, where c0 P hom0p∆1,G q
and fpi˚|σppc0q denotes the linearisation of the face map fpi : hompp∆1,G q Ñ homp´1p∆1,G q
at σppc0q. Then homsSMfdpZ ˆ∆1,G q is parametrised byą
pPN
σp˚Kerhomp∆1,G qrps Ñ G1 . (4.59)
Explicitly,
hom0p∆1,G q Q h0pθ0q “ c0 ` µhom1 pχ1qθ0 ,
hom1p∆1,G q Q h1pθ0, θ1q “ d00pc0q ` χ1pθ0 ´ θ1q ` d00˚|c0pµhom1 pχ1qqθ1`
` “µhom1 pχ2q ` 12µhom2 pχ1, χ1q‰θ0θ1 ,
...
(4.60)
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where c0 P hom0p∆1,G q – G1 and χp P Kerhomp∆1,G qrps|σppc0q.
The face and degeneracy maps appearing in this corollary are the ones on homp∆1,G q.
To compare equivalent descent data parametrised by t˚g, α1, α2, . . .u and t˜˚g, α˜1, α˜2, . . .u we
wish to express these in terms of the face and degeneracy maps on G . Since homp∆1,G q is
in sSMfd by Remark 2.15, we can apply Lemma 2.18.
Lemma 4.18. For a simplicial homotopy h P homsSMfdpZ , homp∆1,G qq as given in (4.60),
consider
hpi pθ0, . . . , θpq :“ hppθ0, . . . , θpqpspi q for p ě 0 and 0 ď i ď p , (4.61)
where the spi are the non-degenerate simplicial pp` 1q-simplices of ∆p ˆ∆1 as introduced
in (2.20) and define
c :“ c0ps00q and χpi :“ χppspi q for p ą 0 and 0 ď i ď p . (4.62)
Then,
G1 Q h00pθ0q “ c` f22˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ0 ,
G2 Q h10pθ0, θ1q “ d11pcq ` χ10pθ0 ´ θ1q ` pd11 ˝ f22q˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1`
` “µ1pχ20q ` 12µ2pχ10, χ10q‰θ0θ1 ,
G2 Q h11pθ0, θ1q “ d10pcq ` χ11pθ0 ´ θ1q ` pd10 ˝ f22q˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1`
` “µ1pχ21q ` 12µ2pχ10, χ11q‰θ0θ1 ,
...
(4.63a)
with
f20˚|d10pcqpχ11q “ 0 ,
f32˚|pd21˝d11qpcqpχ20q “ f30˚|pd22˝d10qpcqpχ21q “ f30˚|pd20˝d10qpcqpχ22q “ f31˚|pd20˝d10qpcqpχ22q “ 0
...
(4.63b)
and
Qc “ ´µ1pχ10q ,
Qχ10 “ ´µ1pχ20q ´ 12µ2pχ10, χ10q and Qχ11 “ ´µ1pχ21q ´ 12µ2pχ10, χ11q ,
...
(4.63c)
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Proof: Firstly, note that the equations in (4.63c) are a straightforward consequence of
Proposition 4.12 when applied to the equations in (4.63a).
To prove the expression for h00pθ0q, we note that`
d00pc0q
˘ps10q “ c0`pδ00 ˆ idqps10q˘ “ c0`d11ps00q˘ “ d11`c0ps00q˘ “ d11pcq ,`
d00pc0q
˘ps11q “ c0`pδ00 ˆ idqps11q˘ “ c0`d10ps00q˘ “ d10`c0ps00q˘ “ d10pcq . (4.64)
Following the arguments in the proof of Theorem 4.10, we have
h1pθ0, 0q “ d00pc0q ` χ1θ0 . (4.65)
Consequently, using (4.64), we find
h10pθ0, 0q “ h1pθ0, 0qps10q “ d00pc0qps10q ` χ1ps10qθ0 “ d11pcq ` χ10θ0 ,
h11pθ0, 0q “ h1pθ0, 0qps11q “ d00pc0qps11q ` χ1ps11qθ0 “ d10pcq ` χ11θ0 .
(4.66)
Since pf20 ˝ h11qpθ0, 0q “ ph00 ˝ f10qpθ0, 0q “ h00p0q, which follows from (2.19), we conclude that
the condition f10˚|σ1pc0qpχ1q “ 0 translates into the requirement f10˚|σ1pc0qpχ1qps00q “ 0, that
is,
f20˚|d10pcqpχ11q “ 0 . (4.67)
Likewise, pf22 ˝ h10qpθ0, 0q “ ph00 ˝ f11qpθ0, 0q “ h00pθ0q yields h00pθ0q as given in (4.63a).
To establish the expressions for h1i pθ0, θ1q, we proceed similarly. Indeed, considering
h2pθ0, θ1, 0q “ pd10 ˝ d00qpc0q ` d11˚pχ1qpθ0 ´ θ1q ` d10˚pχ1qθ1 ` χˆ2θ0θ1 , (4.68)
which again can be read off from the proof of Theorem 4.10, together with
pd10 ˝ d00qpc0qps20q “ pd21 ˝ d11qpcq ,
pd10 ˝ d00qpc0qps21q “ pd22 ˝ d10qpcq ,
pd10 ˝ d00qpc0qps22q “ pd20 ˝ d10qpcq ,
(4.69)
which follow in a similar way to (4.64), it is a straightforward exercise to show that
h20pθ0, θ1, 0q “ pd21 ˝ d11qpcq ` d22˚|d11pcqpχ10qpθ0 ´ θ1q ` d21˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1 ` χˆ20θ0θ1 ,
h21pθ0, θ1, 0q “ pd22 ˝ d10qpcq ` d22˚|d10pcqpχ11qpθ0 ´ θ1q ` d20˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1 ` χˆ21θ0θ1 ,
h22pθ0, θ1, 0q “ pd20 ˝ d10qpcq ` d21˚|d10pcqpχ11qpθ0 ´ θ1q ` d20˚|d10pcqpχ11qθ1 ` χˆ22θ0θ1 .
(4.70)
Next, upon applying f32 to h
2
0pθ0, θ1, 0q, f30 to h21pθ0, θ1, 0q, f30 to h22pθ0, θ1, 0q, and f31 to
h22pθ0, θ1, 0q and by making use of the identities (2.19), we find
f32˚|pd21˝d11qpcqpχˆ20q “ ´IIf32
`
d21˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d11pcqpχ10q
˘
,
f30˚|pd22˝d10qpcqpχˆ21q “ ´IIf30
`
d20˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘
,
f30˚|pd20˝d10qpcqpχˆ22q “ ´IIf30
`
d20˚|d10pcqpχ11q, d21˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘
,
f31˚|pd20˝d10qpcqpχˆ22q “ ´IIf31
`
d20˚|d10pcqpχ11q, d21˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘
,
(4.71)
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so that the conditions f20˚|σ2pc0qpχ2q “ f21˚|σ2pc0qpχ2q “ 0 translate into f20˚|σ2pc0qpχ2qps1i q “
f21˚|σ2pc0qpχ2qps1i q “ 0. Explicitly, the χ2i represent the homogeneous solution to (4.71):
f32˚|pd21˝d11qpcqpχ20q “ f30˚|pd22˝d10qpcqpχ21q “ f30˚|pd20˝d10qpcqpχ22q “ f31˚|pd20˝d10qpcqpχ22q “ 0 .
(4.72)
Furthermore, using the identities pf33 ˝ h2i qpθ0, θ1, 0q “ ph1i ˝ f22qpθ0, θ1, 0q “ h1i pθ0, θ1q for
i “ 0, 1, we obtain
h10pθ0, θ1q “ d11pcq ` χ10pθ0 ´ θ1q ` pd11 ˝ f22q˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1`
`
”
f33˚|pd21˝d11qpcqpχˆ20q ` IIf33
`
d21˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d11pcqpχ10q
˘ı
θ0θ1
“ d11pcq ` χ10pθ0 ´ θ1q ` pd11 ˝ f22q˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1 `
“
µ1pχ20q ` 12µ2pχ10, χ10q
‰
θ0θ1 ,
h11pθ0, θ1q “ d10pcq ` χ11pθ0 ´ θ1q ` pd10 ˝ f22q˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1`
`
”
f33˚|pd22˝d10qpcqpχˆ21q ` IIf33
`
d20˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘ı
θ0θ1
“ d10pcq ` χ11pθ0 ´ θ1q ` pd10 ˝ f22q˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1 `
“
µ1pχ21q ` 12µ2pχ10, χ11q
‰
θ0θ1 ,
(4.73)
where in the expressions involving µi we have inserted the solution to (4.71) (which is
expressed in terms of the χ2i ). l
Theorem 4.19. Equivalent descent data parametrised by t˚g, α1, α2, . . .u and t˜˚g, α˜1, α˜2, . . .u
with g˚, ˜˚g P G0 and αp P KerG rps|σp p˚gq “
Şp´1
i“0 kerpfpi˚|σp p˚gqqrps and α˜p P KerG rps|σpp˜˚gq “Şp´1
i“0 kerpfpi˚|σpp˜˚gqqrps for p ě 1 are related by maps c and χpi as introduced in Lemma 4.18
so that
f10pcq “ ˜˚g and f11pcq “ g˚ (4.74a)
and
f22˚|d11pcqpχ10q “ ´Qc and f20˚|d11pcqpχ10q “ α˜1 ,
f21˚|d11pcqpχ10q “ f21˚|d10pcqpχ11q ,
f22˚|d10pcqpχ11q “ α1 and f20˚|d10pcqpχ11q “ 0
(4.74b)
and higher relations for p ą 1.19
Proof: We simultaneously prove (4.74a) and (4.74b). To this end, consider
h10pθ0, 0q “ d11pcq ` χ10θ0 and h11pθ0, 0q “ d10pcq ` χ11θ0 . (4.75)
19For brevity, we have only displayed the relations for p “ 0, 1 as we shall focus on those later on. We
shall comment on the derivation of the higher relations in Remark 4.20.
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from the proof of the Lemma 4.18. Using the relations g˜1pθ0, 0q “ pf20 ˝ h10qpθ0, 0q and
g1pθ0, 0q “ pf22 ˝ h11qpθ0, 0q, which follow from (2.19b), we immediately obtain
f10pcq “ ˜˚g and f11pcq “ g˚ ,
f20˚|d11pcqpχ10q “ α˜1 and f22˚|d10pcqpχ11q “ α1 .
(4.76)
This establishes (4.74a) and partially also (4.74b). From (2.19a) we have the identity
pf21 ˝ h11qpθ0, 0q “ pf21 ˝ h10qpθ0, 0q which, in turn, implies that
f21˚|d11pcqpχ10q “ f21˚|d10pcqpχ11q . (4.77)
Since also Qc “ ´f22˚|d11pcqpχ10q and f20˚|d10pcqpχ11q “ 0 by virtue of (4.63), we have thus
established (4.74b). l
Remark 4.20. Let us briefly comment on the derivations of the gauge relations for the
next level. To this end, consider
h20pθ0, θ1, 0q “ pd21 ˝ d11qpcq ` d22˚|d11pcqpχ10qpθ0 ´ θ1q ` d21˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1 ` χˆ20θ0θ1 ,
h21pθ0, θ1, 0q “ pd22 ˝ d10qpcq ` d22˚|d10pcqpχ11qpθ0 ´ θ1q ` d20˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1 ` χˆ21θ0θ1 ,
h22pθ0, θ1, 0q “ pd20 ˝ d10qpcq ` d21˚|d10pcqpχ11qpθ0 ´ θ1q ` d20˚|d10pcqpχ11qθ1 ` χˆ22θ0θ1 .
(4.78)
again taken from the proof of the Lemma 4.18. Using g˜2pθ0, θ1, 0q “ pf30 ˝ h20qpθ0, θ1, 0q and
g2pθ0, θ1, 0q “ pf33 ˝ h22qpθ0, 0q, we arrive after a short calculation at
f30˚|pd21˝d11qpcqpχˆ20q ` IIf30
`
d21˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d11pcqpχ10q
˘ “ ˜ˆγp2q01 ,
f33˚|pd20˝d10qpcqpχˆ22q ` IIf33
`
d20˚|d10pcqpχ11q, d21˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘ “ γˆp2q01 , (4.79)
and using pf31 ˝h21qpθ0, θ1, 0q “ pf31 ˝h20qpθ0, θ1, 0q and pf32 ˝h22qpθ0, θ1, 0q “ pf32 ˝h21qpθ0, θ1, 0q,
we find
f31˚|pd22˝d10qpcqpχˆ21q ` IIf31
`
d20˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘ “
“ f31˚|pd21˝d11qpcqpχˆ20q ` IIf31
`
d21˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d11pcqpχ10q
˘
,
f32˚|pd20˝d10qpcqpχˆ22q ` IIf32
`
d20˚|d10pcqpχ11q, d21˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘ “
“ f32˚|pd22˝d10qpcqpχˆ21q ` IIf32
`
d20˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘
.
(4.80)
From Lemma 4.18, we also know that
f32˚|pd21˝d11qpcqpχˆ20q “ ´IIf32
`
d21˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d11pcqpχ10q
˘
,
f30˚|pd22˝d10qpcqpχˆ21q “ ´IIf30
`
d20˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘
,
f30˚|pd20˝d10qpcqpχˆ22q “ ´IIf30
`
d20˚|d10pcqpχ11q, d21˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘
,
f31˚|pd20˝d10qpcqpχˆ22q “ ´IIf31
`
d20˚|d10pcqpχ11q, d21˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘
(4.81)
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and
f33˚|pd21˝d11qpcqpχˆ20q ` IIf33
`
d21˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d11pcqpχ10q
˘ “ ´Qχ10 ,
f33˚|pd22˝d10qpcqpχˆ21q ` IIf33
`
d20˚|d11pcqpχ10q, d22˚|d10pcqpχ11q
˘ “ ´Qχ11 . (4.82)
Furthermore,
γˆ
p2q
01 “ α2 ´ d10˚|pd10˝d00qp˚gq
´
IIf20
`
d10˚|d00 p˚gqpα1q, d11˚|d00 p˚gqpα1q
˘¯´
´ d11˚|pd10˝d00qp˚gq
´
IIf21
`
d10˚|d00 p˚gqpα1q, d11˚|d00 p˚gqpα1q
˘´
´ IIf20
`
d10˚|d00 p˚gqpα1q, d11˚|d00 p˚gqpα1q
˘¯ (4.83)
and likewise for ˜ˆγ
p2q
01 ; see equation (4.49). This is then to be substituted into (4.79) to
obtain the relations between α2 and α˜2 in terms of the χ
2
i (for i “ 0, 1, 2) which are the
homogeneous solutions to (4.81), (4.82), and (4.73).
Finally, we may also discuss the equivalences between equivalences which will ulti-
mately result in gauge transformations between gauge transformations. In particular, from
Definition 2.17, Lemma 2.14, and Theorem 4.10, we can immediately infer the following
result.
Corollary 4.21. Let G be a Lie quasi-groupoid. For p ě 1, define the map
σp : hom0p∆k,G q Ñ hompp∆k,G q by σp :“ dp´10 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ d10 ˝ d00 and set
Kerhomp∆k,G qrps|σppc0pkqq :“
Şp´1
i“0 kerpfpi˚|σppc0pkqqqrps with c0pkq P hom0p∆k,G q and f
p
i˚|σppc0pkqq
denotes the linearisation of fpi : hompp∆k,G q Ñ homp´1p∆k,G q at σppc0pkqq. Then,
homsSMfdpZ ˆ∆k,G q is parametrised byą
pPN
σp˚Kerhomp∆k,G qrps Ñ hom0p∆k,G q . (4.84)
4.6. A comment on non-flat moduli from de´calage
The above construction of the supermanifold LiepG q representing the functor
g : NpCˇpX ˆR0|1 Ñ Xqq Ñ G yields moduli αp that are flat in the sense that
Qα1 ` µ1pα2q ` 12µ2pα1, α1q “ 0 ,
Qα2 ` µ2pα1, α2q ` 13!µ3pα1, α1, α1q “ 0 ,
(4.85)
etc., cf. Proposition 4.16. However, this construction can be generalised to obtain non-
flat moduli by considering the so-called de´calage of the nerve of the Cˇech groupoid of the
surjective submersion X ˆR0|1 Ñ X. Even though this is not the approach we intend to
take in our subsequent discussion, let us briefly sketch this construction for the case of a
Lie 1-quasi-group G “ GÑ ˚.
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Definition 4.22 ([87]). Given a simplical setX , the de´calage functor yields a simplicial set
Dec0X which has n-simplices pDec0X qp :“Xp`1 together with face maps fpi : pDec0X qp “
Xp`1 Ñ Xp for i “ 0, . . . , p and degeneracy maps dpi : pDec0X qp “ Xp`1 Ñ Xp`2 for
i “ 0, . . . , p.
The de´calage of the nerve of the relevant Cˇech groupoid D then has p-simplices
Dp :“ pDec0NpCˇpX ˆR0|1 Ñ Xqqqp – X ˆR0|p`2 (4.86)
with face and degeneracy maps
fpi px, θ0, θ1, . . . , θp, θp`1q :“ px, θ0, . . . , θi´1, θi`1, . . . , θp, θp`1q ,
dpi px, θ0, θ1, . . . , θp, θp`1q :“ px, θ0, . . . , θi´1, θi, θi, . . . , θp, θp`1q
(4.87)
for x P X and θi P R0|1 for i P t0, . . . , p` 1u.
Let G be a Lie group. A simplicial map D Ñ NpBGq is then fully determined by the
component map g1pθ0, θ1, θ2q : D1 Ñ N1pBGq “ G ˆ G. Its expansion in the θi is then
constructed as in Section 4.3, and the final result is
g1pθ0, θ1, θ2q “ 1G`α1pθ0´θ1q` 12µ2pα1, α1qθ0θ1´κ2pθ0´θ1qθ2´µ2pα1, κ2qθ0θ1θ2 , (4.88)
where α1 P kerpf10˚qr1s and κ2 P kerpf10˚qr2s. The homological vector field Q acts now on
the moduli α1 and κ2 according to
Qα1 ` 12µ2pα1, α1q “ κ2 ,
Qκ2 ` µ2pα1, κ2q “ 0 .
(4.89)
The first equation defines a curvatures κ2 “ Qα1 ` 12µ2pα1, α1q while the second equation
amounts to the corresponding Bianchi identity. It is rather clear that this construction
generalises to Lie n-quasi-groupoids leading to
Qα1 ` µ1pα2q ` 12µ2pα1, α1q “ κ2 ,
Qα2 ` µ2pα1, α2q ` 13!µ3pα1, α1, α1q “ κ3 ,
(4.90)
etc. with κ2 P kerpf10˚qr2s.
Note that the resulting N-manifold is a cone of the morphism id : LiepG q Ñ LiepG q as
constructed in [88, Section III.3.3.b)].
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5. Lie quasi-groupoid bundles with connection
5.1. Local description and infinitesimal gauge transformations
As explained in [35], the local description of the kinematical data of higher gauge theory
can be derived from the homotopy Maurer–Cartan equation of an L8-algebra. Specifically,
one starts from the L8-algebra given by the tensor product of the de Rham complex, re-
garded as a differential graded algebra, and the gauge L8-algebra. The homotopy Maurer–
Cartan equation for degree-1 elements of this L8-algebra then amounts to a flat connection,
and one can read off the natural definition of the corresponding higher curvature forms.
Moreover, the infinitesimal symmetries of the Maurer–Cartan equation are well-known,
and yield the infinitesimal gauge transformations of both higher connection and curvature
forms.
Here, however, we follow an alternative route. It was first noted by Atiyah [89] that
flat connections over a manifold X can conveniently be regarded as a splitting of the
defining short exact sequence of what is now called the Atiyah Lie algebroid. There is
a straightforward generalisation of this picture due to [53–55] (see also [50, 15] or [90] for
details), which uses the convenient language of NQ-manifolds20. We already described how
to regard the L8-algebroid of a Lie quasi-groupoid as an NQ-manifold. In fact, this form
of an L8-algebroid was the output of our differentiation method in Section 4.3. Note that
we may also view the grade-shifted tangent bundle T r1sX as an NQ-manifold. Here, the
algebra of functions on T r1sX is naturally identified with the differential forms Ω‚X and
the homological vector field Q is simply the de Rham differential.
Consider now a Lie quasi-groupoid G with corresponding L8-algebroid LiepG q and a
trivial principal G -bundle over a manifold X. A higher gauged sigma model consists of a
scalar field mapping X to LiepG q0 “ G0 as well as a connection on the principal bundle.
All of these fields are captured by a morphism of graded manifolds,
a “ pφ, aq : T r1sX Ñ LiepG q , (5.1)
cf. section 4.1. This can be understood as follows. We have a scalar field of a sigma
model encoded in the morphism φ : X Ñ G0 as well as a local morphism of graded rings
a : SLiepG q Ñ φ˚ST r1sX . To extract the connection from the latter, recall that the morphism
a is fully characterised by its image of coordinate functions on LiepG q. These images define
LiepG qp-valued p-forms on X, which constitute a higher connection on the principal G -
bundle.
20cf. Section 4.2
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To illustrate this perspective on connections, let us focus on the case of a principal G-
bundle with G a Lie group. In local coordinates ξα with respect to a basis τα on LiepGqr1s,
the image apξαq defines the 1-form gauge potential A “ apξαqτα.
This approach to gauged scalar fields and connections is particularly appealing as both
the curvature and gauge transformations of the connection find very natural interpretations.
The former is simply the failure of a to be a morphism of NQ-manifolds, and in the simple
example of the principal G-bundle, we have
F “ Fατα with Fα “ pd ˝ a´ a ˝QLiepGqqpξαq “ dAα ` 12fβγαAβ ^Aγ , (5.2)
where QLiepGq :“ ´12ξβξγfβγα BBξα .
Note that to remain fully within the category of NQ-manifolds one may consider
morphisms from T r1sX to the Weil algebra T r1sLiepG q instead. This is the cone of
id : LiepG q Ñ LiepG q and related to the discussion in Section 4.6.
Furthermore, gauge transformations between connections encoded in morphisms of
graded manifolds a and a˜ are simply flat homotopies between these [53, 51], which, in
turn, are morphisms of graded manifolds
aˆ “ pφˆ, aˆq : T r1spX ˆ r0, 1sq Ñ LiepG q ,
aˆ|T r1spXˆt0uq “ a “ pφ, aq and aˆ|T r1spXˆt1uq “ a˜ “ pφ˜, a˜q ,
(5.3)
cf. diagram (2.31). Let us denote by Fˆ the failure of aˆ to be a morphism of NQ-manifolds
with respect to the homological vector field given by the de Rham differential on Xˆr0, 1s.
Then flat homotopies are those for which Fˆ has no components along the r0, 1s-direction.
Let us again look at the instructive example of a principal G-bundle for G a Lie group.
We introduce local coordinates xµ on X and r on r0, 1s. In this case, we have Fˆ “
1
2 Fˆµνdx
µ ^ dxν ` Fˆµrdxµ ^ dr with
Fˆµr “ BBxµ Aˆrpx, rq ` rAˆµpx, rq, Aˆrpx, rqs ´
B
Br Aˆµpx, rq . (5.4)
At infinitesimal level, Fˆµr “ 0 yields gauge transformations with gauge parameter Arpx, 0q:
δA :“ BBr Aˆpx, rq
ˇˇˇ
r“0
“ dArpx, 0q ` rA,Arpx, 0qs . (5.5)
Integrating the differential equation Fˆµr “ 0, one obtains the finite form of gauge trans-
formations with gauge parameter valued in the identity component of G.
5.2. Local description with finite gauge transformations
The approach sketched in the previous section has a couple of drawbacks when in need
of explicit formulas for higher principal bundles. First of all, integrating the differential
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equation arising from flat homotopies only yields gauge transformations in some identity
component of the Lie quasi-groupoid. Secondly, the integration procedure for L8-algebroid
is in principle available [64, 51], but difficult at best. Thirdly, even if the integration is
successfully performed, the result of integrating the L8-algebra of some higher Lie group
G will not be G , but a Lie quasi-groupoid equivalent to G in some suitable sense. For
example, a strict Lie 2-algebra can be rather easily integrated as a crossed module of Lie
algebras to a crossed module of Lie groups. When integrating it via the methods of [64,51],
however, one obtains a Morita equivalent strict Lie 2-group [91].
Fortunately, these issues can be circumvented by extending the results of Section 4.3:
the finite gauge transformations can be gleaned from the action of the Chevalley–Eilenberg
differential on the moduli parametrising the descent data, replacing the homological vector
field Q with the de Rham differential. This approach was first followed in [35].
We now extend and detail this approach, making it more rigorous and combining in
some sense the discussion in the previous section and the differentiation method of Section
4.3. Firstly, we have to replace the manifoldXˆR0|1 appearing in the surjective submersion
underlying the differentiation in Section 4.2 by an appropriate N-manifold. Indeed, it
turns out that the truncation of the Z-graded manifold T r1sXˆR1r´1s to the N-manifold
pT r1sX ˆR1r´1sq`, whose structure sheaf is the subsheaf of structure sheaf of T r1sX ˆ
R1r´1s generated by elements of non-negative grading, is the correct N-manifold for our
purposes. On this N-manifold, there is a natural homological vector field Q˘ given by
the difference of the de Rham differential dX on X and the infinitesimal action Q of
hompR0|1,R0|1q, cf. equation (4.5). We can now define the local kinematical data of gauge
theory as follows.
Definition 5.1. For a Lie quasi-groupoid G , a connection on a trivial principal G -bundle
over a manifold X is a set of G -valued descent data on pT r1sXˆR1r´1sq` Ñ T r1sX, given
by morphisms of N-graded simplicial manifolds. The local connection forms are the moduli
of this descent data. The curvature forms of the local connection forms are the images of the
connection forms under the action of the homological vector field Q˘. Gauge transformations
between connections are given by simplicial homotopies between the simplicial maps encod-
ing the connections.
The morphisms of N-graded simplicial manifolds encoding the connection have an ex-
pansion in terms of the Graßmann coordinates θi on the nerve of the Cˇech groupoid of
pT r1sX ˆR1r´1sq` Ñ T r1sX which is formally identical to that of Theorem 4.10. How-
ever, since we are now dealing with morphisms of N-graded manifolds, the coefficients αi
of the monomials θ0, . . . , θp´1 are now necessarily of degree p and thus p-forms. The ho-
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mological vector field Q˘ is clearly of degree 1, since it increases the form degree by one and
decreases the (negative) Graßmann degree by one. Therefore, its induced action produces
curvature forms for the αp of degree p ` 1. Finally, it is clear that a reasonable notion of
gauge equivalence of the connection has to arise from simplicial homotopies between the
underlying simplicial maps. We will now discuss the example of a gauged sigma model to
illustrate our definition.
Consider a manifold Y together with a Lie group G acting on Y . This gives rise to
the action Lie groupoid Y {{G :“ G ˆ Y Ñ Y , where spg, yq “ y and tpg, yq “ gy. Its Lie
algebroid is the trivial fibration
A :“ LiepY {{Gq “ Y ˆ LiepGq Ñ Y . (5.6)
The anchor map AÑ TY is given by t˚|A, which we usually denote by µ1 in our discussion
above. It encodes the infinitesimal action of LiepGq on Y .
According to our definition, a connection is now given by descent data for a trivial
Y {{G-bundle over T r1sX subordinate to the cover pT r1sX ˆ R1r´1sq` Ñ T r1sX. Note
that
pT r1sX ˆR1r´1sq` ˆT r1sX pT r1sX ˆR1r´1sq` – pT r1sX ˆR2r´1sq` , (5.7)
etc. We therefore have a simplicial map g, which is fully determined by the following
component maps
g0 : pT r1sX ˆR1r´1sq` Ñ Y ,
g1 : pT r1sX ˆR2r´1sq` Ñ Y ˆ LiepGq
(5.8a)
with
g0pθ0q “ g˚ ` tpA, idg˚qθ0 ,
g1pθ0, θ1q “ idg˚ `Apθ0 ´ θ1q ` 12µ2pA,Aqθ0θ1 ,
(5.8b)
where g˚ P homMfdpX,Y q, A P H0pX,Ω1X b LiepGqq and tpA, idg˚q is the linearisation of t at
idg˚. Applying now Q˘ to g˚ and A, we obtain
Fg˚ “ Q˘g˚ “ d˚g ´ tpA, idg˚q “: ∇g˚ ,
FA “ Q˘A “ dA´QA “ dA` 12µ2pA,Aq .
(5.9)
We thus obtain the expected fields and their curvatures. It only remains to work out
the gauge transformations between connections p˚g,Aq and p˚g˜, A˜q, which are encoded in
simplicial homotopies
h : NppT r1sX ˆR1r´1sq` ˆ∆1q Ñ NpY {{Gq (5.10)
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which have expansions
Y ˆ G Q h00pθ0q “ c` f22˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ0 ,
Y ˆ Gˆ G Q h10pθ0, θ1q “ d11pcq ` χ10pθ0 ´ θ1q ` pd11 ˝ f22q˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1`
` 12µ2pχ10, χ10qθ0θ1 ,
Y ˆ Gˆ G Q h11pθ0, θ1q “ d10pcq ` χ11pθ0 ´ θ1q ` pd10 ˝ f22q˚|d11pcqpχ10qθ1`
` 12µ2pχ10, χ11qθ0θ1 ,
(5.11)
cf. (4.63a). Note that the horn fillers χ10,1 are uniquely determined and c becomes a function
of Y . Theorem 4.19 then induces the following gauge transformations:
˚˜g “ c˚g and A˜ “ c´1Ac` c´1dc . (5.12)
This local treatment of gauged sigma models readily generalises to higher gauged sigma
models.
5.3. Global description
The global description of the kinematical data of higher gauged sigma models is now
obtained by gluing together the underlying local data using finite gauge transformations.
This gluing procedure can be performed, even in the case of higher gauge theory, see [35]
for the case of semistrict principal 2-bundles. Whilst concrete cases are readily dealt with,
the abstract discussion is rather cumbersome. We therefore only sketch the procedure in
the following.
Let G be a Lie n-quasi-groupoid and let Y Ñ X be a cover of a manifold X with fibred
products Y rps :“ Y ˆX Y ˆX ¨ ¨ ¨ ˆX Y . Then, NppCˇpY Ñ Xqq “ Y rp`1s. Consider a
principal G -bundle over X as in Definition 3.3. The Cˇech data of such a bundle consists
of maps
φ : Y r1s Ñ G0 and gp : Y rp`1s Ñ Gp for p ě 1 . (5.13)
We supplement this data with a local connective structure consisting of
φ : Y r1s Ñ G0 and Ap P H0pY r1s,ΩpY r1s b φ˚LieppG qq for p ě 1 . (5.14)
Note that φ appears in both the Cˇech data and in the local connective structure. This
data then has to be supplemented by missing forms Λp,q P H0pY rqs,ΩpY rqsbφ˚Liep`q`1pG qq
to form the connective structure on a principal G -bundle. The local components of the
connective structure, that is, those components living on Y r1s, are then glued together
on double overlaps Y r2s via gauge transformations parametrised by data living on Y r2s.
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The latter, in turn, are glued together by gauge transformations on triple overlaps Y r3s by
gauge transformations parametrised by data on Y r3s, etc. All ambiguities in translating
local gauge transformations to gauge transformations over the Y rps are completely fixed by
considering transformations that should yield the identity. For triple overlaps Y r3s, e.g.,
on can consider transformations from f20Y
r3s to f21Y r3s to f22Y r3s back to f20Y r3s, which has
to amount to the identity.
5.4. Higher base spaces
Let us now describe how our constructions generalise to the case of higher base spaces.
As models of the latter, we shall again use the inner Kan simplicial manifolds discussed in
Sections 2.5 and 3.3.
We start from a surjective submersion Y Ñ X of inner Kan simplicial manifolds as
well as a vertically Kan bisimplicial manifold G , which will provide the gauge structure. In
a first step, we construct a principal G -bundle overX subordinate to Y ÑX as described
in Section 3.3. The next step is to derive the local higher connection forms, curvatures and
their finite gauge transformations on Y Ñ X . For this, we consider descend data for a
principal G -bundle over the simplicial NQ-manifold T r1sX subordinate to T r1sX ˆRr´1s.
This map is parameterised by a simplicial set of differential forms, which constitute the
higher connection. The corresponding curvatures are obtained from the induced action by
the homological vector field Q˘, which is the sum of the (simplicial) de Rham differential
on X and the infinitesimal action Q of hompR0|1,R0|1q. The finite gauge transformations
are then obtained from equivalence relations on such principal G -bundles. In a last step,
we use the finite gauge transformations to glue together the differential forms of the local
connection to global objects, in a way which is consistent with the principal G -bundle
structure.
An explicit example of such a principal G -bundle over a 2-space was constructed and
discussed in [49] and principal G -bundles over certain generalised spaces were also discussed
more recently in [92].
Another example, we could think of could be a gauged sigma model with its source
space being an orbifold X{{H. In this case the relevant higher base space would be the
simplicial NQ-manifold T r1sX subordinate to T r1sX ˆRr´1s, with X being the nerve
of action groupoid corresponding to X{{H.
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6. Application: A simplicial Penrose–Ward transform
We shall now apply the above and discuss how principal G -bundles for general Lie k-quasi-
groupoids G can be combined with the language of twistors to formulate a rather general
class of non-Abelian superconformal theories in six dimensions. In particular, we wish
to generalise our previous results [31, 33, 35]. Inspired by the Abelian setting of [28, 29],
these works have established Penrose–Ward transforms between holomorphic principal G -
bundles over a twistor space for G a strict Lie 2-group, a semistrict Lie 2-group, or a
Lie 3-group and certain non-Abelian supersymmetric self-dual tensor field theories in six
dimensions. The discussion below will remove various restrictions on the gauge structure,
and, consequently, provide the perhaps most general and concise framework for formulating
self-dual non-Abelian tensor field theories within twistorial higher gauge theory.
For simplicity, we will only work in the complex setting, however, reality conditions can
be imposed at any stage, cf. [28]. Consequently, we will make use of the standard notation
OX for the sheaf of holomorphic functions on a complex (super)manifold X and ΩpX for
the sheaf of holomorphic differential p-forms on X.
6.1. Twistor space of chiral superspace
The relevant twistor space for self-dual 3-forms in six dimensions was introduced in [22–27]
and generalised supersymmetrically in [31]. Let us consider the chiral complex superspace
M6|8n :“ C6|8n :“ pC6,OC6 b Λ‚C8nq. Using the isomorphism TM – S ^ S between the
tangent bundle and the anti-symmetric tensor product of the bundle of anti-chiral spinors S
on a spin manifold M ,21, we can coordinatise M6|8n by pxAB, ηAI q with xAB “ ´xBA. Here,
the xABs are the Graßmann-even coordinates while the ηAI s the Graßmann-odd coordinates
and A,B, . . . “ 1, . . . , 4 are (anti-)chiral spinor indices and I, J, . . . “ 1, . . . , 2n are the R-
symmetry indices. Anti-symmetric pairs of spinor indices can be raised and lowered by
means of the Levi-Civita symbol: xAB “ 12εABCDxCD ô xAB “ 12εABCDxCD.
In this notation, a differential 1-form A on M6|0 has spinor components AAB “ ´ABA
and a differential 2-form B is given by a traceless matrix BA
B. A differential 3-form H
is given by a pair pHAB, HABq, where HAB “ HBA contains the self-dual part of H while
HAB “ HBA contains the anti-self-dual part.
After decomposing C8n – C4 b C2n and choosing a holomorphic symplectic form
21Note that this decomposition is equivalent to choosing a conformal structure on M , see [28, Remark
3.2].
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Ω “ pΩIJq on C2n, we introduce the superspace derivatives
BAB :“ BBxAB and D
I
A :“ BIA ´ 2ΩIJηBJ BAB (6.1a)
with BIA :“ B{BηAI . These derivatives generate the chiral N “ p2, 0q supersymmetry algebra
in six dimensions,
rBAB, DICs “ 0 and tDIA, DJBu “ ´4ΩIJBAB . (6.1b)
Definition 6.1. Let P3 be the three-dimensional complex projective space with homogen-
eous coordinates λA.
22 Set F 9|8n :“ C6|8n ˆ P3 which is called the correspondence space.
The twistor space, denoted by P 6|2n and coordinatised by pzA, ηI , λAq, is the supermanifold
that is defined by the double fibration
P 6|2n M6|8n
F 9|8n
pi1 pi2 
 	
@
@R
(6.2a)
where pi2 is the trivial projection and pi1 is given by
pi1 : pxAB, ηAI , λAq ÞÑ pzA, ηI , λAq :“ ppxAB ` ΩIJηAI ηBJ qλB, ηAI λA, λAq . (6.2b)
The equations
zA “ pxAB ` ΩIJηAI ηBJ qλB and ηI “ ηAI λA (6.2c)
are known as the incidence relations.
By virtue of the incidence relations, we have
zAλA ´ ΩIJηIηJ “ 0 , (6.3)
which implies that P 6|2n can be viewed as a quadric hypersurface embedded into the total
space of the holomorphic fibration C4|2n bOP3p1q Ñ P3 with fibre coordinates zA and ηI
and base coordinates λA. Here, OP3p1q is the dual of the tautological bundle over P3. As
is standard, the double fibration (6.2) provides a geometric correspondence. In the case
at hand, a point in M6|8n corresponds to an embedding of a three-dimensional complex
projective space into P 6|2n while a point in M6|8n corresponds to a 3|6n-dimensional plane
in M6|8n as a supersymmetric generalisation of a three-dimensional, self-dual and totally
null plane embedded into M6|0 “ C6. Thus, the twistor space is the space of all such
planes.
22In fact, here it is understood as a copy of the projectivised fibres of the dual of the anti-chiral spin
bundle, hence, the chiral (i.e. lower-script) spinor index.
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Note that we may also view the twistor space P 6|2n as the leaf space of a foliation of
the correspondence space F 9|8n that is induced by an integrable rank-3|6n distribution,
known as the twistor distribution, and which is generated by the vector fields
V A :“ λBBAB and V IAB :“ 12εABCDλCDID . (6.4)
6.2. Penrose–Ward transform and self-dual fields
The rough idea of relating data on twistor space to data on chiral superspace is as fol-
lows. For G a Lie k-quasi-groupoid, we shall consider a holomorphic principal G -bundle
over P 6|2n subject to certain triviality conditions. We then pull back this bundle to the
correspondence space F 9|8n along pi1 : F 9|8n Ñ P 6|8n. Because of our choice of triviality,
the pulled-back bundle will be holomorphically trivial on F 9|8n. We then perform a gauge
transformation yielding a non-trivial higher connective structure relative to the fibration
pi1. This connective structure allows for a push-down along pi2 : F
9|8n Ñ M6|8n leading
to a higher connective structure on M6|8n subject to a set of non-linear coupled partial
differential equations constituting the superspace constraint equations for a non-Abelian
self-dual tensor field theory.
Let us make this now precise. Our starting point is the following class of principal
quasi-groupoid bundles.
Definition 6.2. Let G be a Lie k-quasi-groupoid. A topologically trivial holomorphic prin-
cipal G -bundle over the twistor space that is holomorphically trivial on P3 – pi1ppi´12 pxqq ãÑ
P 6|2n for all x PM6|8n is called M6|8n-trivial.
Such bundles will then be pulled back along the fibration pi1 and a trivialising gauge
transformation will yield a connection consisting of differential forms relative to pi1. We
now recall the relevant definitions.
Definition 6.3. The sheaf of holomorphic relative differential p-forms on the correspond-
ence space F 9|8n, denoted by Ωppi1, is defined by the short exact sequence
0 ÝÑ pi1˚ Ω1P 6|2n ^ Ωp´1F 9|8n ÝÑ ΩpF 9|8n ÝÑ Ωppi1 ÝÑ 0 . (6.5a)
Furthermore, let prpi1 : Ω
p
F 9|8n Ñ Ωppi1 be the quotient mapping and d be the holomorphic
exterior derivative on F 9|8n. The holomorphic relative exterior derivative, denoted by dpi1,
is defined by
dpi1 :“ prpi1 ˝ d : Ωppi1 Ñ Ωp`1pi1 . (6.5b)
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The holomorphic relative exterior derivative induces a complex known as the
holomorphic relative de Rham complex. Specifically, it is the complex that is given in terms
of an injective resolution of the topological inverse pi´11 OP 6|2n of the sheaf OP 6|2n on the
correspondence space F 9|8n,
0 ÝÑ pi´11 OP 6|2n ÝÑ OF 9|8n
dpi1ÝÝÑ Ω1pi1
dpi1ÝÝÑ Ω2pi1
dpi1ÝÝÑ ¨ ¨ ¨ . (6.6)
Here, the sheaf pi´11 OP 6|2n consists of those holomorphic functions that are locally constant
along the fibres of the fibration pi1 : F
9|8n Ñ P 6|2n.
More explicitly, we denote by eA and eIAB “ 12εABCDeCDI the generators of the dual of
the twistor distribution. Since λAV
A “ λAV IAB “ 0 for the vector fields (6.4), these forms
are defined modulo terms proportional to λA. The holomorphic relative exterior derivative
then reads as
dpi1 “ eAV A ` eIABV IAB “ erAλBsBAB ` eABI λADIB . (6.7)
The following lemma characterises relevant relative differential forms.
Lemma 6.4. Let αp P H0pF 9|8n,Ωppi1q. In terms of λA, we have the following expansions
for p “ 1, 2, 3:
α1 “ erAλBsAAB ` eABI λAAIB ,
α2 “ ´14εABCDeA ^ eBλC BDEλE ` 12εABCDeAλB ^ eEFI λE BCDIF `
` 12eCAI λC ^ eDBJ λD BIJAB ,
α3 “ ´13εABCDeA ^ eB ^ eCλDHEFλEλF `
´ 14εABCDeA ^ eBλC ^ eEFI λE pHDGIF q0λG `
` 14εABCDeAλB ^ eEFI λE ^ eGHJ λG pHCDIJFHq0 `
` 16eDAI λD ^ eEBJ λE ^ eFCK λF HIJKABC .
(6.8)
The coefficients A, B, and H depend only on pxAB, ηAI q P M6|8n. Furthermore, pHABICq0
is the totally trace-less part of HA
BI
C while pHABIJCDq0 denotes the part of HABIJCD which
vanishes when contracted with εABCD.
Proof: This follows directly from the direct images of Ωppi1 under the projection pi2 : F
9|8n Ñ
M6|8n. A detailed derivation can be found in [28, Proposition 4.2]. l
We can now state the main theorem of this section.
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Theorem 6.5. Let G be a Lie k-quasi-groupoid and consider the double fibration (6.2).
There are bijections between
(i) equivalence classes of M6|8n-trivial principal G -bundles over P 6|2n,
(ii) equivalence classes of holomorphically trivial holomorphic principal G -bundles over
F 9|8n that are equipped with a flat holomorphic relative connective structure, and
(iii) gauge equivalence classes of complex holomorphic solutions to constraint equations on
M6|8n containing a 3-form curvature H that is self-dual, that is, HAB “ 0.
Particularly interesting is the following special case:
Corollary 6.6. Consider the situation of Theorem 6.5. In the case k “ 2, we have the
following fields on M6|8n
φ : M6|8n Ñ G0 ,
A P H0pM6|8n,Ω1M6|8n b φ˚Lie1pG qq ,
B P H0pM6|8n,Ω2M6|8n b φ˚Lie2pG qq ,
φIJ “ ´φJI P H0pM6|8n, φ˚Lie2pG qq with ΩIJφIJ “ 0 ,
ψI P H0pM6|8n, S_ b φ˚Lie2pG qq ,
(6.9a)
which satisfy the constraint equations
∇ABφ “ BABφ` µ1pAABq “ 0 ,
∇IAφ “ DIAφ` µ1pAIAq “ 0 ,
(6.9b)
FAB “ 0 , FABIC “ 0 , and FIJAB “ 0 , (6.9c)
and
HAB “ 0 ,
HA
BI
C “ δBCψIA ´ 14δBAψIC ,
HAB
IJ
CD “ εABCDφIJ ,
HIJKABC “ 0 ,
(6.9d)
where the curvature 2- and 3-forms are defined as
FAB “ BBCACA ´ BCAABC ` µ2pABC , ACAq ´ µ1pBABq ,
FABIC “ BABAIC ´DICAAB ` µ2pAAB, AICq ´ µ1pBABICq ,
FIJAB “ DIAAJB `DJBAIA ` µ2pAIA, AJBq ` 4ΩIJAAB ´ µ1pBIJABq
(6.9e)
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and
HAB “ ∇CpABBqC ` µ3pACpA, ACD, ABqDq ,
HAB “ ∇CpABCBq ` µ3pACpA, ACD, ABqDq ,
HA
BI
C “ ∇ICBAB ´∇DBBDAIC `∇DABDBIC ´ µ3pAIC , ABD, ADAq ,
HAB
IJ
CD “ ∇ABBIJCD ´∇ICBABJD ´∇JDBABIC ´
´ 2ΩIJpεABF rCBDsF ´ εCDF rABBsF q ´ µ3pAAB, AIC , AJDq ,
HIJKABC “ ∇IABJKBC `∇JBBIKAC `∇KCBIJAB `
` 4ΩIJBABKC ` 4ΩIKBACJB ` 4ΩJKBBCIA ´ µ3pAIA, AJB, AKC q .
(6.9f)
The products µ1, µ2, and µ3 depend on the field φ.
Proof of the theorem: First, note that the standard Stein cover on P3 induces good covers
Uˆ “ tUˆau on the holomorphic supervector bundle P 6|2n Ñ P3 as well as U1 :“ tU 1a :“
pi´11 pUˆaqu on F 9|8n.
(i) Ñ (ii) A holomorphic principal G -bundle over P 6|2n is characterised by a holo-
morphic simplicial map gˆ : NpCˇpUˆÑ P 6|2nqq Ñ G . Concretely, we have holomorphic maps
gˆa : Uˆa Ñ G0, gˆab : Uˆa X Uˆb Ñ G1, gˆabc : Uˆa X Uˆb X Uˆc Ñ G2 and so on subject to the sim-
plicial identities. Upon pulling this bundle back23 to the correspondence space F 9|8n, we
obtain a holomorphic simplicial map g1 “ pi1˚ gˆ : NpCˇpU1 Ñ F 9|8nqq Ñ G whose component
maps are constant along pi1 and therefore satisfy
dpi1g
1
a “ 0 , dpi1g1ab “ 0 , dpi1g1abc “ 0 , . . . (6.10)
Since, by assumption, the bundle over P 6|2n is M6|8n-trivial, the pullback is trivial on
all of F 9|8n. Thus, there exists a coboundary transformation trivialising g1; see Definition
3.5. That is, there is a homotopy24 h1 : NpCˇpU1 Ñ F 9|8nqq Ñ homp∆1,G q between g1 :
NpCˇpU1 Ñ F 9|8nqq Ñ G and another simplical map g2 : NpCˇpU1 Ñ F 9|8nqq Ñ G such that
g2a0¨¨¨ap “ pdp´10 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ d10 ˝ d00qpg2a0q : U 1a0 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X U 1ap Ñ Gp (6.11)
for p ě 1. In particular, this implies that there exists a global holomorphic map φ : F 9|8n Ñ
G0 with g2a “ φ|U 1a .25 Furthermore, by virtue of (6.10) together with (6.11), we know that
there exist
α2p,a P H0pU 1a,Ωppi1 b φ˚LieppG qq ,
γ2pi,a0¨¨¨ap P H0pU 1a0 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X U 1ap ,Ωppi1 b φ˚Liep`1pG qq
(6.12a)
23see Definition 3.6
24see Definition 2.16 and Lemma 2.18 together with the comment above Lemma 4.18
25Note that since P3 is compact, we actually have φ : M6|8n Ñ G0. We shall come back to this shortly
when deriving the superspace constraint equations on M6|8n.
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Figure 12: Compatibility conditions for gauge transformation of the one-form gauge
potential on triple overlaps. The horn filler τ of the top simplex exists trivially.
for p ě 1 and 0 ď i ď p.
These maps satisfy various cocycle conditions as implied by the relations displayed in
Lemma 2.18; see also Theorem 4.19. For instance, the cocycle conditions for α21,a read as
f22˚|σ2pφqpγ210,abq “ ´dpi1σ1pφq and f20˚|σ2pφqpγ210,abq “ α21,b ,
f21˚|σ2pφqpγ210,abq “ f21˚|σ2pφqpγ211,abq ,
f22˚|σ2pφqpγ211,abq “ α21,a and f20˚|σ2pφqpγ211,abq “ 0
(6.12b)
with σp :“ dp´10 ˝ ¨ ¨ ¨ ˝ d10 ˝ d00 as defined in Theorem 4.10. Using the simplicial identities
(2.5), it is rather easy to see that these equations imply that f11˚|φpα2aq “ f11˚|φpα2bq. In
addition, in Figure 12 we have displayed the compatibility conditions on non-empty triple
overlaps U 1a XU 1b XU 1c. Clearly, the top and bottom simplicial 2-simplices trivially exist as
their faces coincide.
Specialising to the case of a Lie 2-quasi-groupoid with k “ 2 for a moment, only γ21i,ab
is non-trivial. All higher γ2pi,a0¨¨¨ap for p ą 1 are expressed in terms of the γ21i,ab as for k “ 2
all horns of G can be filled uniquely for p ą 2, see again the discussion in Theorem 4.19.
Note that the Cˇech 1-cochain defined by
Λab “ γ211,ab ´ γ210,ab ´ dpiσ2pφq (6.13)
on U 1a X U 1b satisfies the equation
f2i˚|σ2pφqpΛbc ´ Λac ` Λabq “ 0 , (6.14)
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which follows from (6.12b). An analysis for the cocycle conditions at one level higher
reveals that in fact
Λbc ´ Λac ` Λab “ 0 . (6.15)
Thus, Λ defines a Cˇech 1-cocycle with values in Ω1pi1 b φ˚Lie3pG q. The cohomology group
H1pF 9|8n,Ω1pi1 b φ˚Lie3pG qq, however, vanishes as is implied by the discussion of [28, 31],
see also [29]. We may therefore split the cocycle into a cochain λ:
Λab “ Λa ´ Λb . (6.16)
From
f22˚|σ2pφqpΛabq “ α21,a , f21˚|σ2pφqpΛabq “ 0 and f20˚|σ2pφqpΛabq “ ´α21,b , (6.17)
we conclude that
f22˚|σ2pφqpΛaq “ α21,a ` ζ2 , f21˚|σ2pφqpΛaq “ ζ1 and f22˚|σ2pφqpΛaq “ ζ0 , (6.18)
where ζi are elements of H
0pF 9|8n,Ω1pi1 bφ˚Lie3pG qq. The forms ζ1,2 are now redundancies
in the splitting (6.16), but the form ζ0 is a globally defined 1-form α
3
1 P H0pF 9|8n,Ω1pi1 b
φ˚LieppG qq. The Λa can also be regarded as gauge parameters for a global gauge trivial
2-form potential and therefore define a global 2-form α32 P H0pF 9|8n,Ω1pi1bφ˚LieppG qq. For
a more detailed discussion of this point, see [31, Section 3.2]. By construction, these forms
together with φ define a flat holomorphic relative connective structure, that is,
dpi1φ` µ1pα31 q “ 0 ,
dpi1α
3
1 ` µ1pα32 q ` 12µ2pα31 , α31 q “ 0 ,
dpi1α
3
2 ` µ2pα31 , α32 q ` 13!µ3pα31 , α31 , α31 q “ 0 .
(6.19)
Note that the products µ1 and µ2 both depend on φ.
It is clear now how this generalises for 2 ă k ă 8. One studies the compatibil-
ity conditions for the faces of γ2k´1i,a0¨¨¨ak´1 on U
1
a0 X ¨ ¨ ¨ X U 1ak . Then, one finds linear
combination of the corresponding simplices that form elements of the cohomology groups
HkpF 9|8n,Ωk´1pi1 b φ˚Liek`1pG qq. This cohomology group vanishes for any k ě 1, and the
cocycles can be split into coboundaries, which defined global p-forms. As before, the trans-
ition functions (6.11) remain untouched by the splitting.
(ii) Ñ (iii) Firstly, note that φ : F 9|8n Ñ G0 is a global holomorphic map and since P3
is compact it does not depend on the coordinates λA and thus can be viewed as a global
holomorphic map φ : M6|8n Ñ G0. The rest then follows straightforwardly from (6.19) (and
similarly for k ą 2) together with the expansions displayed in Lemma 6.4 (and similarly
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for k ą 2). The constraint ΩIJφIJ “ 0 follows after some algebraic manipulations from
the purely Graßmann-odd Bianchi identity of the 3-form H.
(iii) Ñ (ii) Ñ (i) Having found a solution to the constraint equations (e.g. (6.9) for
k “ 2), one can always construct global relative gauge potentials by means of the expan-
sions in Lemma 6.4 (and likewise for higher differential forms). These, in turn, define a flat
holomorphic relative connection for a trivial holomorphic principal G -bundle on the cor-
respondence space F 9|8n. Next, we use a generalisation of the higher non-Abelian Poincare´
lemma for strict Lie 2-groups [76] to gauge away the flat relative connection, which leaves
us with a topologically and holomorphically trivial principal G -bundle on F 9|8n whose
transition functions are constant along the fibres of pi1. Therefore, this bundle descends to
an M6|8n-trivial principal G -bundle on P 6|2n. l
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Appendix
A. The Duskin nerve of a weak 2-category
Quasi-categories form models for higher categories whose n-morphisms for n ě 2 are equi-
valences in the sense that the natural nerves for those higher categories are indeed quasi-
categories. While a category can be reconstructed from its nerve, these higher categories
can only be recovered up to equivalences. To illustrate this point, we briefly sketch the
example of weak 2-categories.
Recall that a weak 2-category or bicategory B consists of a set B0 of objects, together
with categories of morphisms B1pα, βq for each pair of objects α, β P B0. Objects and
morphisms in the categories B1pα, βq are called 1-morphisms and 2-morphisms, respectively.
There is a well-defined functorial composition of 1-morphisms and 2-morphisms in B1pα, βq
and B1pβ, γq for α, β, γ P B0 known as the horizontal composition and denoted by b.
Additional natural isomorphisms describe the failure of this composition to be associative
and left- and right-unital. In addition, two 2-morphisms of B1pα, βq can also be composed,
which is called vertical composition and denoted by ˝. See, e.g. [35] for a detailed definition
of weak 2-categories, functors between them, and some of their applications in the context
of self-dual higher gauge theory. A reasonable notion of the nerve of a weak 2-category is
then the following, cf. [93, Section 6]:
Definition A.1. The Duskin nerve NpBq of a weak 2-category B is the simplicial set
NpBq :“ ŤpPN0 NppBq with NppBq :“ Fun2,nlaxprps,Bq, where Fun2,nlax is the 2-category of
normalised lax 2-functors.
Explicitly, the 0-simplices are given by the objects of B, and the 1-simplices are the 1-
morphisms of B with evident face maps. The 2-simplices of the nerve consist of 2-morphisms
xαβγ : xαβ b xβγ ñ xαγ whose faces are pxβγ , xαγ , xαβq. The 3-simplices are then given by
natural isomorphisms including the associators and the unitors of the weak 2-category.
For an ordinary category C regarded as a weak 2-category B, Fun2,nlaxprps,Bq “
Funprps,C q and the Duskin nerve reduces to the ordinary nerve.
The reason for the restriction to weak 2-categories in which all 2-morphisms are iso-
morphisms is now easy to understand. Given an inner 2-horn consisting of two 1-simplices,
we have a priori many horn fillers, but not a unique one. In particular, we can reconstruct
the horizontal composition of the 1-morphisms only up to equivalent choices. Using 3-horn
fillers, one can show that any two 2-horn fillers are related by a (unique) 2-simplex or 2-
morphism. We therefore have to declare all horn fillers isomorphic, which, in turn, implies
that all 2-morphisms in the weak 2-category are isomorphisms.
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The following statement, which characterises a quasi-category which is the Duskin nerve
of a weak 2-category, is now very plausible.
Proposition A.2 ([93, Theorem 8.6]). A simplicial set X is the Duskin nerve of a weak 2-
category in which all 2-morphisms are isomorphisms if and only if X is a 2-quasi-category.
A simplicial set X is the Duskin nerve of a weak 2-groupoid if and only if X is a 2-quasi-
groupoid.
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